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Tin on the side of the angels^
Close to 1,500 area residents who 
oppose development of the area 
around North Saanich Marina, for­
merly Bosuns Marina, and signed a 
' petition to that effect last fall are 
gathering their forces for a meeting of 
the advisory planning committee May 
31.
Mrs. D. Swinburne, 2175 Curteis 
Road, signed the petition last autumn 
and told The Review this week that 
local residents are more concerned 
than ever about wanting “to keep the 
area unspoiled.”
Mrs. Swinburne claims that 
development would, “entail the 
destruction of the designated bird 
sanctuary, the trees and the mud flats 
where wild fowl feed.
Plans for development by Victoria 
businessman Bob Wright include two 
options (see story at right) — and are 
described by the petitioner as 
“horrendous and devastating,” and 
quite unacceptable to anyone who 
cares for this area.
Mrs. Swinburne pleads that there 
are at least two other options.
Council can veto any rezoning of the 
area (at present designated as
Agricultural Land Reserve) to hold 
two houses per acre, she says.
“The developer is arrogantly 
demanding to be allowed to develop 15 
acres with eight housing units to the 
acre! There wouldn’t be many trees 
left for the Ospreys and Herons after 
that.
“He also asks to dredge out 12 acres 
of the mud flats so there would not be 
much of the feeding grounds left 
either,” she said.
Mrs. Swinburn contends that the 
most satisfactory alternative would be 
to acquire the wild life sanctuary as a 
park.
“The money would have to be raised 
for this somehow, of course, involving 
a lot of hard work.”
Mrs. Swinburn urges other 
petitioners to come to the May 31 
meeting at 8 p.m. to show the com­
mittee that the issue is not dead in the 
eyes of local residents.
“If the committee lets itself be 
swayed,” she said, “into recom­
mending either of these plans to 
council, the council may feel they 
should accept the recommendation. 
This must be prevented at all costs.”
Whatever residents think w'ho signed the petition 
protesting development of North Saanich Marina Ltd. 
(formerly Bosuns Marina), owner Bob Wright believes 
he’s “on the side of the angels.”
A trade-off Wright is currently negotiating with the 
advisory planning commission shows he’s; intent on 
trying to live with neighbors in the area, he says.
At the moment, Wright said Monday, there are no 
firm proposals and no specifics, only options which 
North Saanich Marina Ltd. and the advisory planning 
commission have been working on.
In the first of the options the company would deed to 
North Saanich Municipality 3,000 feet of waterfront at 
Tsehum inlet, approximately 200 feet wide with a 
forested area of 12 acres. The strip contains the 
grccnbelt area on the 37-acre peninsula property and 
would assure total protection for all time of the inlet 
inside the southwest line of Cedar Grove Marina, 
Wright said.
In return, the company would want to develop the 
existing marina foreshore lot around Whales Point to 
the southern line opposite Cedar Grove Marina, dredge 
and develop a marina extension in Blue Herron Bay and 
develop multiple residential housing on 15 acres to the 
south, low density with a maximum of eight units per 
acre.
In this option the 37 acres would be split up as follows 
- 12 acres, including 3,000 feet of waterfront gifted to 
North Saanich Municipality, 15 acres residential and 10 
acres marina, including parking.
Option number two has not yet been submitted of­
ficially but Wright gave The Review details which in­
cludes the 3,000 feet of waterfront 200-foot wide with 
12 acres, as in option one, but with a further 1,8(X) feet 
of waterfront that totally surrounds Blue Herron Bay.
In consideration of this gift the company would want 
to extend the existing marina foreshore lot around 
Whales Point to the southern line opposite Cedar Grove 
Marina and a further eight acres into Tsehum Inlet as 
well as develop 15 acres of low density, high quality 
cluster type housing, again, with a maximum of eight 
units to the acres.
This option gives the people everything they’re 
concerned about, Wright .said. “They’d get almost a 
mile of waterfront, 12 acres of park and it vvould save 
the bird sanctuary. ^ ^
“It would preserve the total greenbelt with virtually 
all the trees, preserves all of Blue Herron Bay against all 
development, and at the same time it means >we could 
make a viable economic venture.”
It won’t cost the municipality a nickel, it would be
Wright points over 1,800feet of waterfront 
{ at Blue Herron Bay he says North Saanich 
j Marina Ltd. will deed to municipality along
development in an orderly, aesthetically pleasing way 
and bring in a good tax base to North Saanich, Wright 
said. “And it certainly goes along with the community 
plan.” '■
There arc two other options. The municipality could 
expropriate 22 of the .37 acres (North Saanich council 
down-zoned the 22 acres to half-acre resiential in 1977) 
at a price to be determined by expropriation proceedings 
but Wright says he believes this would be a burden on 
. the'taxpayers.'.; r,
“I think this is out of the question. It would cause an '
; increase in North Saanich’s mill rate to an uhacccptable
with 3,000 feet of waterfront, 200-foot wide 
with 12 acres of greenbelt area.
level unle.ss outside funding was available.”
Wright said he knows this avenue is currently being 
explored by Mayor George Westwood.
Another option would be for the company to simply 
develop the land as zoned with approximately 22 acres 
subdivided into hall'-acrc lots. C ^
“This is probably the best financial return for me but- 
it would be a tragedy because it would disturb the very 
things people are anxious to preserve,” Wright said.
This option, he said, may arfcct the bird preserve 
along its entire length and could clihiinaie the majorit^’:
Continued oti Page 2
use
A student found under the influence of 
drugs or alcohol on school premises or at a 
school function will be “delivered to the care 
of his parents,” Saanich school board 
decided Monday night. v
Adopting a policy on the non-medical use 
of drugs the board also decided that a pupil 
“found in posse.ssion” of drugs or alcohol 
on school premises or at a school function 
would be suspended for five days.
Repetition of the offences or the sale of 
drugs and alcohol would be grounds for 
expulsion, the new policy stated. What was 
meant by “repetition” was not defined by 
the board.
Trustee Dr. Gerry Kristianson suggested
that it might mean three times. Another 
trustee thought that more than once would 
incur the penalty. The question of drugs and 
alcohol and board policy was discussed at an 
earlier meeting of the educational committee 
which reported on Monday. A non-medical 
drug was defined as “any mood-changing 
substance including but not limited to 
alcohol, tranquillizers, stimulants and 
chemical substances such as ether, benzine, 
etc.”
A pupil found under the influence of such 
substances will be taken to the school office 
and an attempt will be made to contact the 
parents. If the parents can not be reached.
the pupil will receive medical attention and 
kept under observation until the parents can 
be located. The school administration, the 
parents and the pupil will agree on a .suitable 
course of action before the pupil returns to 
cla.sse.s.
“What happens after the first offense?” 
one trustee asked. He was told that “normal 
.school disciplinary action” would be used.
The action of the board should be made 
known to students and parents through u.se 
of school newsletters, trustee Norma Sealey 
said. It should be “advertised” non- 









New intensive program 
helps problem children
p Aid. .lim Lang is in hot water again as far as Sidney| 
fcoimcil is concerned -- and it stetns from the I’aci that| 
I he misses tilmost every committee-of-thC'Whole mcclingl 
|on :\lternitie Monday nights. ||
I Committee wetti in camera Monday night to discussl 
I whether to censure him or not and, according to Aid.| 
i^lerry T'regaskis, this will probably occur next week if| 
I the mayor cattnot strike up a deal with Lang beforel^ 
lithen,' . ' . ‘ ■ i
Jj In a statement Ttiesday morning, Lattg loid Tlic| 
j: Review that ite is a Sergeant-ai-Arms in the Icgisliiiurcp 
'|eveiy other Monday tiight and has to miss commitiec| 
inceiitigs but says, “I’m qtiitc within my right. §
' “1 think there's some witch hunting here ntid I’ml
feeling a lot of ititiiiendo.” ;•!
l.fing insists lie is up-to-date on all municipal lssues| 
and expressed some gladness that “they missed me.” | 
,^ccordittg to Aid. Ross Marlin the clash betweent 
Lang and cotmeil goes deeper titan just missing a fewij 
committee meetings, I
“It seems he's upset a couple of people on cotfncil,| 
He htis resigned from a number of committees and|
j CoiKimii'd on Page 2:
By PAT MURPHY
A tightly-knit, clo.sely supervised 
program which makes problem 
children accountable to themselves, 
their parents and the community was 
desci ibetl briefly by Saanich school 
board Monday night.
Director of the Elk Lake program 
which, iti October, succeeded the 
program in elTccl at Seven Oaks, a 
widely-known Saanich institution, said 
Iheiewere 22 youngsters from the 
Saanich school district in tite home 
ranging in age from seven to 14.
Some of the youngsters who came to 
the home, said Dennis Langlois, 
director, were in poor shape. They had 
been through the family and various 
jigcneics and their progress had been 
marked by the disruption and pain and 
trouble that accompanies sueh cases.
I hcy had a degree of success at Elk 
Lake, One youngster, seven years of 
iige, who came to the program totally 
unmanageable, was beiiig sent home
after five months, .Some were 
programmed over a period of years,
Langlois said that remcnial reading 
iind individual malhernutics were 
included in the training and a high 
degree of parent involvement was 
encouraged, youngsters were made 
accountable at school for their 
beliavior at home and at home for 
their actions at school and, cventiially, 
accountable to the community,
I’hysical training was used and, in 
some cases, a curfew wa.s imposed. 
Gradually 1 as youngsters became more 
accountable, their periods of release 
and community participation became 
longer until, eventually, they were able 
to rejoin society.
Tluj program went on for 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, the director 
said. It was intensive.
The (Provincial department of 
human resources contributed staff and 






Sign says ^*polluted" hut Sidney officials say 
pollution is on ''other side" of heach.
School trustee 
heads association
Saanich school board trustee Norma .Setiley was elected 
ILC. Director to the Canadian Parks and Recreation 
Association recently, a post whlclt .site will hold for a two- 
year term.
rite election wtis madeduring the Hritisli Columbia 
Parks and Recreation Conference held at the Vernon 
Lodge Hotel front April 27 to 31),
More than (»0i) delegates attended the event at which 
Ms. Sealey was also presented with the President's .Shield 
during the banejuet of ail past presidents of tlie 
associiition.
No sir! It’s, 
the other guys
1 he waters may appear to mingle in litc sol'tmorning 
iigiil off Bazan Bay but it really isn’t so-- on the North 
Saanich side tlicy are polluted, on the Sidney side, pure. ,
There’s a sign to prove it on the beach between tulisfa 
Park and the south boundary of Sidney. The sign clearly 
says “polluted” and it’s on the North Saanich side.
On the Sidney side there is no'sign and town officials 
•says, witli certainty, that we don’t have any polluted 
waters on our side of tlie bciich.
How can we? Sidney officials say. We liiive a sewage 
treatment plant; North Saanicli has none. It’s (|iiiteclcai 
— they’re polluted, we aren’t . If we were polluted then 
would be a sign to say so.
Town clerk Geoff l.ogan sjiys tins is tlie same bead 
where a lot of work was done in 1977 by Sidney, clearini: 
away logs, improving access and generally cleaning tin 
place up. The work, a lot of it, was done on a LIP grant.
I'urthermore, Logan says, the water, at least that oi 
the Sidney side, has been declared tinpollutcd by the fisl 
and wildlife branch of tlie provincial governnieiu ant 
various other august Innlics,
WT* used to be polluted, Logaii says, bufwlicn tin 
.sewage treatiticnt plant went into opeialion \ve bocaiin 
unpollutetl.
Septic tank effluent may leak into tlie water frmii the 
Nortli Saanich side but not from Sidney. No, sir!
' , : . It."
An untutored observer might think that some of tin 
pollution niiglit infect waters on lire Sidney side am 
officials admit that it is just possible that this might be si 
but, officially, the pollution iif alLoii tlie North fSaanlcl 
side, '
Asked about the sign Sidney Mayor Leigh said: “Sign’ 
Oh, that’s on the North Saanich side, You better asl 
North Saanich Mayor Westwood about that. We're no 
polluted in Sidney,”
TOSHIBA




A Complate 50 Month Part, Picture Tube
and Labour, Iti-Homo Wmranfy comes* 





•| A film and discussion on 
proposed Block Parent 
^'Program will be held at 7:30 
J-p.ni., May 24 at Brentwood 
^elementary school. Guest 
^speaker is Const. Jack Hill, 
'"C'entral Saanich police.
‘I’m oe the side of the
Continued from Page 1
of trees and greenbelt 
Tsekum Inlet.




annual meeting of 
Women’s Canadian 
!l;^lub will be held at 2 p.m., 
’Alay 24 in the Ncwcombe 
’Auditorium. Guest speaker 
|.^s R. Yorke Edwards, 
r o V i n c i a I museum 
;;;l.iirector, topic is The Magic 
‘^'bf Museums. Memberships 
•-lire available at the door.
“It’s our legal right, but frankly. I’d rather see it 
expropriated.”
Wright said the marina was going into bankruptcy 
when he bought into it a year ago. “They owed three 
years back taxes, they’d no dollars to develop and were 
in danger of going under.”
Wright said after talks with Westwood and the town 
planner he submitted a proposal then took off for a trip 
to China.
“While I was away information was released that the 
development would be a low-cost, high-density 
residential project and that it would necessarily follow 
that all the trees would be cut down and what was left of 
the bird sanctuary desecrated.
Wright said “that kind of development was the 
farthest from my mind - anyway, the whole thing was 
dropped at that time.”
Wright said he was impressed with Westwood. “He 
stuck to his guns and has investigated every possible way 
to keep the property in its natural state, and I respect 
him for his stand.”
But Wright insists that if Westwood can’t find the 
money to expropriate the land, with his option number 
two “they’ll get what they want anyway - all the things 
people are most concerned about.”
Village Gallery 
tt2 Artist’s Supplies by 




“When I arrived back home reams of copy had been 
written about it and a petition had been collected. I 
would have signed that petition myself if that had been 
the true state of affairs but the information had been
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Eaves Cleaning - $15.00 Min.
3 flues - $30.00
Members of the Royal 
Commonwealth Society 
and their guests will meet 
for the annual dinner of the 
Royal Commonwealth 
Society to be held at the 
Victoria Golf Club on May 
25, at 6:30
refused to accept appointment to other committees. We 
think it’s not quite equitable.”
Martin said that what he calls Lang’s “abrasive 
nature” is a contributing factor in conflict with other 
council members, but that what concerns him (Martin) 
most is that Lang should “resume his committee 
responsibilities.”
Tregaskis said Tuesday, following the in-camera 
meeting, that Lang “realizes his back is to the wall and 
he must go along with what is required.”
Asked to comment on the situation. Mayor Dick 
Leigh said he has no comment to make.
Lang recently gave up his seat on the Saanich 
Peninsula Water Commission to Sidney Aid. Peter 
Grant.
The Municipal Act states an alderman must attend at 
least one regular meeting every three months. Lang has 
attended more than the minimum.
COUNTRY BARGAIN 
$77,500
^:^ :. R.R.#7DURRANCE _
’'T(y4 Mile Past Willis Pi. Cut OfO 
(Overlooking peaceful Pease Lake. If 
closc-in country with lake, natural 
vegetation, abundant wildlife, clo.se 
by : nature traiis, stream running 
through your properly arc your bag, 
hike "*^thc time To drive out this 
y?5Suhday%EcaturcsT include over 
; a c 1 e i 1 dl t h sun ken gardens, over 
12.35 .sq.;fl. on main level, consisting' 
,^,^pr4iijgi: liviiigroqm, spacious dining 
>^ddin|sjbngl)tTkitchciv ;and 3 large 
bedroomsr (Master has lull bath cn-
MVSTBE
SOLD
$51,500. 2209 Bradford. Bright,
spacious, 2 year old two bedroom, 
3rd finished in high ba.scmcnt. 
Situated next to small park. Features 
include FP in LR, family sized 
kilchcn, 1 Vi baths, rcc room and 
more rcady for further development. 





suiieL Fiillfbright basement has rcc 
todiiu Jargc den and professionally 
cqtiiiipccl workshop with more space 
l() be developed: Clean electric heat,
t hcrifibpdhc 'Windows, huge simdcck, 
doublgvLarport and more; Call I'or 
personal viewing:
388-6258 388-6%6
388-6258 JOHN M HUNTER
CEDRIC STEELE REALTY
#1210-345 Quebec S(. 
Vicloria, B.G.
■UNIFORMS—
Rent For The Cost of Cleaning











Free Pick Up & Delivery
PLEASE CONTACT
DOUG ALGER 
Business 384-5031 Res. 595-8545 
GARYWEIDNER > ' 
Business 384-5031
Member: Victoria Better Business Bureau
This bulletin is a continuing service to the residents 
of Central Saanich made possible through com­
munity .spirited businesses and your Central Saanich 








If you would like to register for any of the following 
progi'dihines, please mark an"X” in the square and 
return the registration form and cheque to Central 
Saatticli Recreatioti Dept., P.O. Box 26, 
Saanichton, B.C. VOS I MO. Phone: 652-3631.
•X'
RE<;iH I RATION 
MAY-AUfiUST
3''; T', CREATIVE TOTS .
'tio . Inly 4ih to Aitg, 28th. agegroup 3 to 6, $10.(K)
(1 cl.iss perweek), 9:30 -11:00 a.m. (old waterworks 
ofliee, 7082Wallace Dr.), h'or tnorc ini'o. phone 652- 
3K(I2.' '
( 1 CREA I IVE Ali r OF BELLY DANCINCJ
Well., lunc 7ih to July 18th, $20.00 (I class per 
week), day or evening, Brentwood Comm. Hall, 
7082 Wallace, Imr more info, phone 656-3252, 
evenings,
I 1 ( REA riVE DANCE WORKSHOP
rue.. Jntie 27ih to .Itily I8ih, age group 5 and up, 
$5.00 (1 clttss per week), 10 to 11:00 a.m., at St. 
Maty's Chinch, t’ultra Ave. '
Haw WW aaaa* mmm mm mmm mm ww mmm ww Mw ww aww
[VILUGE TOY «. HOBBY SHOPPE]
7l20VV,SninilchRd. 
Breniwnod Village S(|uure 652-5838
FAMILY
“l'”amily is a mixlnrcof 
love, dispnio and trust, 
“A"ud doing I'or eaeh 
other, not just hceause 
we must!
“M"akiitg lime to 
lisleit. and doing things 
together,
'T’i's laughter, tears, 
iind the end of your 
lelhei!
'‘l,”el go of the had 
liines, hold onto the 
gootl,
“Von'ie a I' A M l L 
' V! '
Central Saanieh Family 
I’ienie, Sunday, May 
.2Klh. at Centennial 
Park.
11 :(K) a.m. Eeinnenieal 
Set vice (Reverend 
Fuller)
12:00 Free l lAI Dogs lor 
the I’aniily
1:30 p.m. HighUind 
ijaneers
2:00 p.m. Vieioria 
island Stinare Dtmeers 
4;00 p.m. Free rides on 
lire trucks for the 
citildrcn






For all your building or 
home iminovement malcrial.s
2046 Kcaling X 652-1121
Ratepayers ready to protect
Saanich Inlet from poEntion
CENTRAL SAANICH BOYS’ & (ilRL.S’ CLUB 
7082 Wallace Dr. (old Watterworks office) Program 
Direelor: Peter Nation 652-5721 (383-1101 for 
messages). Office Hours: Mon,, Tncs,, Ihtirs.,
12:30.2;.30 p.m., 4:(X)-7:00 p.m.
Boys' Girls' (Ttih under the sponsorship of the 
C'eniral Saanieh Parks & Recreation Dept, will he 
organizing exeiling stimmer programmes for yoiith 
,iges 6 to 17, in areas snelt as marine, farming, 
fishing, and tours of it enltnral and heritage nature, 
I orinore info,, call 652-5721,
THE COMMUNITY RECREA TION 
C/l LEND A R — PARTICIPA TE
Cull The Ccnlrul Sntinlch Parks 
And RecreiiBon Depl. 24Hr. 652-3631
' ■ Tennis for EVER VON E! • ■ • ' 
Instriieior: Gordon Hanley (Victoria's most ex­
perienced tennis coach). 6-\vcek lennls Clinic June 
2()ih to July ,30ih, at Mi, Newton Scltool Tennis 
C oin Is, ,1(1 Uirtls siij.jihid .'O ju 4 hi mg your i . 
Jrs,, 8-16, Beg. CL, $15,00 - two 45 min. el,, Tncs, 
6:.30 p.m, and.Sal. 9:.30a.m.
Adults (exp(.*iieneed), $20.tK) - two 1 hour cl, Wed. 
6:00 p,in, and Sun, 9;3(.)a.m.
Rcgtsit*mon; Centennial Park, Sac, June 17th, 7 to 
9;(X) p.m,
BRENTWOOD BAY SPORTING GOODS LTD
CiUNERAI. SPUR TING GOODS • BICYCl.US 
NUWt'ir USED* REPAIR







■ CALLING ■ : 
656-1151
By GORDON EWAN
Some 50 people attended a meeting of Central 
Saanich Ratepayers Association May 10 to hear Aid. 
Dave Hill explain the water rate structure in Central 
Saanich and Jim Gilbert describe the unique character 
of Saanich Inlet and potential dangers to it.
Dave Hill said the rate structure, different for each 
municipality and determined by each council, had three 
common parts: the capital costs of the regional supply 
system that were apportioned on an equitable formula, 
the cost of water from the Victoria water board that is 
the same for all three municipalities and the costs of 
operating municipal distribution systems that vary 
among them.
All the rate structures, Hill said, were based on fixed 
known costs and estimates of actual consumption. Each 
municipality decided on how to distribute these costs 
among its own residents.
For instance, Hill said, Central Saanich has a low 
actual consumption rate because farmers require a large 
volume of water for irrigation, whereas North Saanich 
penalizes large volume consumers and Sidney has a high 
uniform actual consumption rate.
For the average household. Hill produced a cost 
comparison that showed all water bills were nearly 
uniform.
Jimmy Gilbert told the ratepayers that Saanich Inlet 
was a very deep fjord, over 750 feet in parts, scoured
out by glacial action. The water in these depths, Gilbert 
said, remains almost stagnant, only being changed once 
every thousand years or so.
Gilbert said he had been instrumental in having 
Brentwood sewage being pumped across the peninsula 
to discharge into Haro Strait in order to protect Saanich 
Inlet, which has been a sports fishing preserve since the 
early thirties.
There were, however, other potential dangers, Gilbert 
said. Tod Creek, and hence Tod Inlet, were polluted 
from seepage from the Capital Region District garbage 
dump off Hartland Rd. This year was the first in his 
memory, he said, that herring did not enterTod Inlet to 
spawn.
Any intensive residential development in the 
Highland district or around the shores of Saanich Inlet, 
including Bamberton and Mill Bay, Gilbert pointed 
out, would inevitably mean that sewage would be 
dumped into Saanich Inlet. Industrial development with 
risks of oil spills and chemical contamination were 
especially hazardous, Gilbert claimed.
Gilbert’s presentation was in support of a resolution 
by the Central Saanich Ratepayers Association to 
declare Saanich Inlet a recreation area and to keep it 
free from any further industrial operations and other 
sources of pollution.
The resolution passed; and now the ratepayers will 
busy themselves sending letters to all governments; 
agencies, groups and persons who may be affected.
I
GRIEG AVENUE CONTROVERSY
Final solution up to council
There was no meeting of minds among the 40-odd 
people who attended Central Sanich council chambers 
recently in an attempt by subdivision and zoning com­
mittee chairman Aid. George MacFarlane to resolve the 
Greig Avenue que.siion.
The overall subdivision plan prepared by municipal 
staff was virtually ignored. The owners of the lands in 
question expressed a willingness to accept a flexible and 
reasonable layout but area residents, the large majority of 
whom live on lots already developed as R-1,8,400 square 
foot minimum .size, although not wanting further more 
intensive development, did not advance any specific 
proposals.
Central Saanich council, itself, then, will have to effect 
the final solution. "
MacFarlane laler told The Review the majority of 
residents of Greig Ave. and adjoining streets did not like 
the idea of a planned subdivision in the adjoining lands to 
the south “They came out strongly in favour of simply 
rezoning to larger sized lots with some kind of “buf­
fering” for Gore Park by the adjacent properties,” he
said.
MacFarlane favors a mix of lot sizes conforming to the 
rocky terrain with the larger lots concentrated around the 
park. “By developing the properties jointly, a minimum 
of roads would be required and the land saved would be 
used for‘buffering’,” he said.
MacFarlane said some residents felt there should be 
two-acre lots around the park and the remainder of the 
parcels in one-third acre lots, while others felt that one 
half or one third acre lots only required. “Residents are 
concerned that the present R-1 zoning is not condusive to 
a Broadmead type of development which they would 
prefer.”
MacFarlane said the pre.sent zoning has been in effect 
since January 1967, but has only recently become of 
concern since some of the properties have been, included 
in the sewer enterprise area and requests to deyeiop them 
have.been made. '
Council has deferred decision on these requests pen­
ding advice from professional planners bn a “staging 
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A friendly call at the
Groceries at Discount Prices
9r AMPLE FREE PARKINGS
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10 to 6
CRAIG SMARfS CAR CLINIC
10222 Bower hank Road 
Sidney, B.C. V8L3XJ 
Phone For Appointment 
656-4520
Sidney RCMP office is in® 
order litis week for anyone ' 
who would like to help i 
celebrate Canadian Police p 
Week. The offer comes 11 
from Stuff. Sgt. George 
Whittaker, who is inviting® 
the public to drop in and || 
meet nicmhors of liter 
dcTticlimcttl. On display at 
tlie police office arc a I 
number of informativef 
p:tmplilcls ranging from® 
boating safely to drinkingi| 
and driving lips. Y
The ilicmc of iliis year's 
Canadiau Police Week is'v 
Willi You And For Yoii.| 
”Wc would like to lake tills'V 
otTporiiiuiiy (o iliank the « 
ciii/cits of Sidney and® 
Norili Saanicli for their® 
support in ilic past. Wc 
look forward to solving® 
litem 111 I lie flit lire,” ® 
Wltiiiakcr said. \ a
(T’liiiiil Saanicit is getting tin “Ailvcitiurc 
Playgiouitd”, a joint project of llie Boys’ A. Girls’ 
Club and Parks and Recreation Dcpl. It will In: 
located at Rom Knott Park, 7082 Wallace Dr.
Fellow Townspeople:
As a small and gunving new Idisiness in Sidney, 1 wisli to exlentl my service to 
eaeli eme ol’ yon. I rcali/e my loctition is noi ilie most lavoiirahle to ilte siil'iconcioits,
1 am, liowover. (|uiie close to yon all. (.’lieck llie roiigli mtip below.
Vacation lime v/ill soon lie liere lot the majoi iiy ol ymt, and I'm sure yon II \sain 
yoni' antoinoliile to he in A-l sliape. It is my desire to he aviiiliilfie it'i cacit ol yon, 
wlten yon need me lor good lionesi service and repair work. My slu>p itile is $20.00 







loltn I'ow, 9666 - 5ll 
Street got his first ever 2( 
liand ai crib when he wu 
playing Sunday wiili hi: 
wife llcicn, and friends 
Mr, and Mrs. Willian 
Mnllliews. 9973-5th Street 
Pow says lie’s been plnyini 
crihbage for 15 years,
'■ SPECIAL EVENTS!
Saaiiicinon .Seliool: l’'iimily Supper & Bingo, May 
26iii, (i to 9;.3U p.m. » Family Swim, June 4lii, 9 to 
lOiOOa.m.
Brciiiwood School: Miisictd production of "David & 
G.diatlP’ »mm 7ih ,0 8ih.
Keating Elcm.: Annual Sports Day June 16ili. 
Brentwood Comm. Hall: "Sirawberty Dance", Jnne 
Mill, 9;30 p.m.
St Mary's C'hurch (Ciilira)* The Parish of S. 
Saanicli is sponsoring .a Bible Vacation School for all 
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Municipal Affairs and Housing Minister Hugh Curtis presented 
$30,000 cheques Friday to mayors of Central, Saanich, North Saanich 
and Sidney. Similar cheques, the first grants payment to them under the
new Revenue Sharing Act, are being issued to every municipality in 
B.C. Left to right are Hugh Curtis, mayors George Westwood, Jean 
Butler and Dick Leigh.
PAMENTS PETITION BOARD
Staff cut may force school closure
Nobody wants to close Durrance 
elementary school, neither the delegation of 
some 33 parents who appeared at the Saanich 
school board meeting on Monday night or 
the members of school district’s governing 
body. The problem is to find enough pupils 
to justify three teachers.
If school enrolment increases to 65 it is 
likely that the staff will remain at three. But, 
in line with a motion at a previous meeting, 
the board may feel justified in cutting staff if 
enrolment does not exceed 54.
This will make the parents angry. They feel 
the quality of education will suffer if the 
staff is cut to two. Shifting population 
patterns and a general decrease in school 
enrolment present the board with the 
problem of making adjustments to several 
schools in the district and trustees were 
unable to give delegation members any 
positive assurance at Monday night’s 
meeting.
“ Peter Robbins presented a brief on behalf 
of the parents: It considered the two options 
outlined earlier by the board: 1) Leave Grade 
5 children in Durrance which would mean 
one teacher taking three grades or 2) Move 
Grade 5 to Brentwood for one year leaving
two teachers each with two grades at 
Durrance.
Both options were unacceptable to parents 
who suggested a third: keep the school as it 
now is with three teachers and five grades or 
... close the school down.
“Closing the school would be a very sad 
event for us,” the brief said, “but preferable 
to seeing it limp along with two teachers.
“The required number of students for 
three teachers is 70. The Sidney Review for 
.April 12 gives the figure at 65. We would 
urge the board to accept 60 as the required 
number.”
If Grade 5 students were sent to Brent­
wood, the brief added, another teacher 
would probably have to be employed there 
which meant the board would save no 
money.
Parents’ loyalty to Durrance was 
demonstrated several times during the brief. 
One thing it provided, they said, is a good 
basic education in the three Rs as demon­
strated by the number of youngsferswho 
made the honor roll when they graduated to 
Mount Newton secondary School.
The population catchment area for 
Durrance was growing rapidly and, in the 
long run, there was bound to be more than
enough students to justify keeping the school 
open. But, in the meantime, “we are not 
prepared to aid you in keeping the school 
open by allowing our children to attend an 
inferior school now as the kind of holding 
action for the not-too-distant future when 
number will go up.”
There was discussion on the possibility of 
altering the boundaries of the catchment area 
serving Durrance to include enough students 
to justify the employment of three teachers 
and this possibility will be examined.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott pointed out 
that the board faced a tricky situation come 
Sept. 1 when school opened. It often had to 
juggle staff and, last year, had to hire three 
teachers at the last minute to meet pupil 
needs.
Populations shift, the department or 
arrival of families during the summer could 
change the whole picture in a short time 
forcing the board into emergency measures.
Eleven out of 14 parent-families/ with 
children in Grade four this yeanwanted their 
youngsters to!remain at Durrance, the brief 
said. A signed petition to that’effedf-was 
included with the brief and presented to the 
board.
gaBBiBBMiaai
ALBERTA GRASS FED BEEF SALE
Sidewalks
urged
Boneless Beef Oven Roasts

















In a letter dated April 27 to the mayor and council of 
Central .Saanich, 135 residents in the Seabrook, Chaiwell 
and Vcyaness areas rec|uesied that tidcquaie safety walks 
be provided along East Saanich Road between Stclly's 
Cross Road and Central Saanich Road for children iit- 
tending Keating elementary school,
The letter pointed out that council had agreed to install 
a sidewalk and warning light on Ketiting Cross Rotid in 
1977 and wtts constructing sidewalks along Wallace Drive 
and .Sicily’s Cross Road to serve older stiulents attending 
Stclly’s senior secondary school.
The speed of traffic along East Saanich was said to be 
“excessive” and to conitiin “a high level tif industria 
traffic” tint! that it was ditngerous for young children to 
ride hikes ot walk” along the roadway,
I hc letter reads, in ptiri:
“In view of the work done in the other areas men­
tioned, we do not feel it tmreasonahle to expect some 
form ()f separate walkway to be insittlled on existing 
imtnicipal road allowances. As concernetl taxpayers wc 
are hopelul the inunieipality will assume further 
obligations to ensure safe ptissage of ottr children alotig 
this roadway.”
The letter was referred to the public works committee 
and residents tiltending Mmiday night’s council meeting 
were assured that municipal public works staff were 
already considering what could be done to alleviate tlie 
problem.
STANDING RIB ROASTS $179
BKFF LB.
CROSS RIB ROASTS $139
BKKF LB. A
STEAKS FOR YOUR BBQ 
BONELESS $<^69
SIRLOIN STEAK lb. /
BONELESS $969
LB. £.T.B. or P.H. STEAK





U)0''/o ALL BEEF PAnTES
QUARTER POUNDERS





•REGULAR QUALITY i.r.99 
•MEDIUM QUALITY , $129
Local Botchers •EXTRA LEANQUALITY
Open Dally 8;()() a.m. I(» 5;.3() p.m.
656-5501
Where meats are a 
specialty, not a sideline.
TROUBLED B Y HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
itill only from $19.00 up
Mo$tly with full kitchent 
•“ at no oxtrn coit.
Downtown location
Wookly, monthly Ik family 
rata*
for brorhurii And rnsnrvniion*. wrltn;
THE MAYFAm HOTEL
MBHernliV Rl., V»nwiuw»», 11C, V6Jt 1V1 or Phoni »i»» 604 BBT ftTBI
CORNER OF
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities





























Corn on the 
Cob
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BEE MAID CREAMED LETONA
1 lb. 14 oz.
3 m 2/99*
HOSTESS BYE THE SEA CHUNK LIGHT WESTVALE
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A bcisis
dr negotiations
Any kind of development these days which 
appears in any shape or form to threaten the 
: environment produces a great deal of emotion.
; And that’s how it should be. Too much of our 
^land has been ravaged already and only by 
: being conscious of the environment and active 
:on its behalf can we avert the mistakes of the 
>past.
“Developer”, of course, has become a dirty 
: word. He is instantly suspect as a despoiler of 
:our natural resources and it is becoming an 
- uphill battle for anyone to develop land 
■ Residents rise up in arms, petition and put 
’pressure on councils and a project is unlikely to 
’-receive approval if there is the slightest doubt 
; that harm will result from it.
7 But development is inevitable and often 
’desirable. It provides a better tax base, jobs 
J and homes. Nothing can ever stay the way it is - 
: no matter how much we would like it and a 
-balance has to be found between protecting 
^ the environment and accepting the realities of a 
^situation.
’ North Saanich Marina Ltd. appears to be 
- trying hard to terms with the concerns
of residents who oppose any kind of 




May has been designated 
Family Month in B.C. and 
members of The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints are encouraging and 
promoting local
programmes that help to 
bring families closer. The 
Mormons believe that the 
is the basic unit of 
and that the country 
IS only as strong as its 
families.
Mormons have planned 
special activities for May to 
help promote family 
solidarity.
Every Monday evening 
during May, members of 
the church are inviting 
friends into their homes to 
share their family home 
evenings.
The Mormons ask all 
people to participate in 



















• LONG TERM AVERAGES
Meon Max.
Rec. Max. (May 14/73) 
Meon Min.








Max. Temp. (May 8) 
Min. Temp. (Moy 10) 











Brought to you through the courtesy of
wh^U mmm
.new and used ® sail and power ® 
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven) 
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0115 10.1 0800 4.4 1435 8.0 1920 6.3
Fri. 0140 10.1 0845 3.4 1540 8.6 2010 6.9
Sal. 0200 10.1 0900 2.2 1645 9.3 2100 7.4
Sun. 0230 10.2 0945 1.3 1725 9.9 2205 7.8
Mon. 0305 10.3 1015 .5 1815 10.4 2250 8.2
Tue. 0330 10.3 1110 .1 1910 10.8 2345 8.4
Wed. 0415 10.1 1155 .0 1945 11.0
Times shown are “Standard Time’
Patricia Bay Highway near Swartz Bay.
Gordon Ewan Photo.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CHURCH
DIRECTORY





Last October and 
November nearly 1500 local 
residents and wild life 
enthusiasts signed a petition 
protesting the proposed 
development of the North
V . . . . , J Saanich Marina area
: On the face of it, the company S proposed- (Bosun’s, formerly Clarkes)
Ideed to NorthSaanich Municipality of 4,800 which entailed the 
^ifeet of waterfront, 12 acres of parkland and destruction of the 
fpre.servation of the bird sanctuary in return for designated bird sanctuary, 
::;being allowed to develop the marina and some
^cluster housing, seems reasonable. The gift of little more has been
land would preserve the niajority of Tsehum heard of this development, 
sinlet, maintain the status quo of the green belt those who signed the 
■'and protect forever all of Blue Herron Bay in think the
Sits natural state. thrM-has The
- Ideally, expropriation of the land by North proposed
“ Saanich would be the best solution but council developments are at present 
’doesn’t have!the funds and it seems unlikely it in front of the advisory 
•Vv'ill be able to raise enough money through planning committee, 
federal or provincial aid.
7 It seems, then, that some kind of com­
promise is necessary,
! Given the trade-off suggested by the 
company. Mayor George Westwood then has 
. to satisfy himself- and everyone else - that the 
housing development projected in the com­
pany’s option would be satisfactory 
and that the marine expansion 
would not be harmful to the area.
If these two conditions are met, there seems 
to be a fair basis for further negotiation.
other “options”.
1. The council can veto 
any rezoning of the area at 
present designated as
Agricultural Land Reserve, 
being south of the existing 
marina. It could only be 
rezoned residential two,
which means two houses to 
the acre.
The developer is
by an impartial assessor. of hand, while two (Central 
There is another advisory Saanich and Oak Bay) at 
planning committee on May least invited me to speak to 
31 at 8 p.m. at the them before turning down 





we do care and 
keep the area 
If we ccan make 
to the planning
committee, and through 
them to the council, let us
arrogantly demanding to be hope we can prevent the 
allowed to develop 15 acres destruction of this unique, 
with eight housing units to and interesting wild life 
the acre! 120 housing units! area.
There wouldn’t be many Mrs. Di Swim biirne
trees left Tor the Ospreys « >’2175 Gurteis,
Catch 22
The developer has put 
forward two options, both 
horrendous and
devastating, and both quite 
unacceptable to anyone 
who cares for this area; but 
if the committee lets itself 
be swayed into recom­
mending either of these 
plans to the council, the 
council may feel they 
should accept the 
recommendation. This 
must be prevented at all 
co.sts.
There are at least two
and Herons after that:
He also asks to dredge 
out 12 acres of the mud 
flats, on one side or the 
other, so there would not be 
much of the feeding 
grounds left either.
2. A more satisfactory 
alternative, which would 
hold the land permanently 
against any future efforts to 
develop it, would be to 
acquire it as a wild life 
park. The money for this 
would have to be raised 
somehow, of cour.se, in­
volving a lot of hard work. 
Perhaps the developer will 
prefer to earn himself some 
goodwill and resign himself 
to gelling his money back 




Recently I became in­
volved in a bureaucratic 
Catch 22 that perhaps you 
would help me share with 
your readers. Please un­
derstand that 1 am nbt 
adverse to bureaucracies 
per se, but it helps when 
they run properly.
1 am the treasurer for the 
Capital Region Branch of 
the B.C. Council for the 
Family. As such, I wrote to 
all municipalities in the 
Southern Island and 
requested a donation of 1 
cent per capita to help us 
publicize Family Month.
Several of the councils 
turned down the request out
Some councils referred 
the request to the Inter­
municipal Council.
The council met on April 
11. They did not ask me to 
speak. On May 5 (almost a . 
month later), 1 received a 
letter from Aid. J. McEvay, 
chairman, advising me the 
request had been refused. 
He also advised me that 
since the applications had 
been made directly to 
municipal councils, the
applications should not be 
dealt with by Inter­
municipal Council!
And isn’t that lovely? 
You apply to the 
municipality, they refer the 
request to Intermunicipal 
Council, who turns down 
the request because it came 
from a municipality.
Why didn’t they send the 
request back to the
municipality? And why
wail for three weeks before 
writing?
Well, have a happy 
Family Month anyway.
Ian.!. Cameron, 
929 Nicholson Sf., 
Victoria
















Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812
There’s no end to the bureaucratic idiocy m a matter of fact \ by pat murphy
that surrounds us and we’re so innured to it 
that generally it raises little more than a 
hopeless shrug. If wc’rc realist.s wc know that 
bureaucracy is built into our lives, something 
to be laughed at, ranted against, held up for 
ridicule - but to be endured.
But wc have every sympathy with Ian 
Cameron, treasurer of the Capital Region 
branch of the B.C. Council for the Family. 
Cameron wrote to municipalities in the region 
’requesting a donation of one cent per capita 
from each to help publicize Family Month,
: The amount was small beer - in Sidney it 
vvould have amounted to some $67 and 
council’s refusal to consider it was the subject 
bf an editorial here some time ago.
; However, Sidney wasn’t the only council to 
"turn down the request. Several councils did so 
but of hand, although Central Saanich and 
Oak Bay at least invited Cameron to speak to 
them before doing so. |
Some councils referred the request to the | 
jniernumicipal Council - and here’s how what | 
Cameron describes as the “bburcaucratic |
Catch 22” operates. |
The Iniermunicipal Council met, did not ask | 
Cameron to speak, and a month later wrote | 
liim advising that “since applications had been | 
unade directly to municipal councils, the ap* | 
plications should not be dealt with by Inter- I 
municipal Council.” |
Why, didn’t they send the request back to | 
ihe luunicipalily? Why wail llncc weeks bcfoic ^ 
writing? arc the questions Cameron poses. |
He’s unlikely to get an answer • like most of l! 
us he’ll have to bit on the hureancratic bullet. | 
And of course, it’s a handy way of passing | 
the buck — it saves anyone having to make a |
Reflections during a ramble 
through 514 pages of the Sunday 
edition of the I,os Angeles Times:
There, in top place on the 
first page of Ihe comic section 
which encloses the whole, 
massive, untidy paper, is Andy 
Capp, hero and exemplar of all 
male, chauvinist pigs,
What a wonderful liulo slob he is, totally unem­
ployable through his own efforts, boozy, scornful of all 
conventions, nndcpendahlc, imfailhful and 
imrcgenerate.
The popularity of the strip may attest to the fact that 
sve in North America an; <t little soured on the 
i’roicstam work eihie which, for so long, has told us 
that if wc labor mightily in the vineyard wc will, 
inevitable achieve happiness and salvation, At heart, I 
guess, we all have a little of Ihe Andy Lapp in ns.
I
I’ive out of nine stories on llu; IVoiil page tire written 
by Times staff writers who are spoiled all over the 
world. Wealthy papers can do this; they don’t have to 
rely on news services. They get their own stories slanted 
to their own taste by their own people, One feainre is 
written by Russell Cliaiullcr, crown prince of the 
Chandler dynasty which owns the paper. Can’t you hear 
him saying, when he gets to the top: “I’ve done 
everything on this paper, Started as a reporter, you 
know...”
“Cosmetic Surgery for 
vcriiscmeni (live inches by
Men,” Here’s an ad- 
ve columns, which, in the 
L.A. Times would prohahly cost Sl.UtHlor more) for 
Dr, l•.B. Frankel M.D., a memher of the American 
Medical Association and of the Associated Board of 
Certified Cosmetic Surgeons,
He docs hail transplants, face and eyelid lifts and 
lUudifiuiiiuiis uf tiLiac. chin am! c.irs. l ater in Ilte -amc 
issue tlicie is another ad for Dr. I'rankcl, this time seven 
hy seven, which is decorated w ith a picture of a bosomy 
woman and .i qut>tc, pfcsuniably from her: “Cosmetic 
suigsiy w,4s imc of iStc best vkebion:. of my life. Here’S 
my llgurc now. My luisharul and 1 arc really saiisrictl 
with my new appearance,”
decision.
riic cleavage in this illustration would sliock Saanich 
Mayor Mel Couvelier. Adjacent to the photograph is 
tire eaption;“Enhancc your bnstline. Modify your 
nose, face and body contours.”
Robert MuscI, a great newspaperman, has been 
writing feature stories from London for United Press 
for about UK) years and licrc’s one in which he says thaf | 
the permanent residents of that wonderful city are | 
starting, once again, to get mad al the tourists, I
It happens every year, it seems. Tourists flood in — | 
they brought $6 billion to Britain last year —- and choas | 
follows, Traffic in Picadilly Circus is snarled and in | 
Trafalgar Square Londoners are elbowed off the streets p 
by cheerful hordes of visitors. I
I'hcy don’t like it and every year they have a good | 
gnimblc--just like Victorians in a good tourist year. |
* * - * I
A Safeway ad on Page 23 lists Bel Air frozen dinners | 
at two for $1; cottage cheese, $1.19 a quart; mayon- f 
naise, 79 cents a quart and frying chicken, $1 a pound. |
***■'. 5
A story of a 5()-year-old, middle-class, I.os Angeles : 
housewife, married 17 years, who got entangled in a ^ 
divorce ~ property sliaring action involving the conns, 
the legal system and. of course, the legal profession. 
They all have bled her white. She is now distranghi, 
bankrupt and on the lip of losing her Itomc.
So wind else is new?
4, if 4,
In the real estate sect ion of the paper (26 pages) it says 
that murder, suicide, accidental death or tragedy of any 
kind, seldom has an adverse effect on the sale of a 
properly. In fact, in sonic case.s, it might even enhance 
the value.
That’s a comforting thought isn't it?
* if ■
In the same section builders are lold to fight the “had 
guy” rcpuiniion they have acquired over (he years. The 
sic’icuiyi^c uf the builder and dc'/clopcr as a profii- 
lumgry htislnessman wlio would ravage the countryside 
and ghit the markci for ihc sake of money, Is wrong, Ihc 
article say.s. He i.s miscast in this role and maligned. 
lUiiUcts .nc told to get off their butts and tel! the public 
the I r uth.




10364 McDonald Park Ref 
Pastor - Clias. Barker 
Phone 656-2545
Sunday, May 21,1978 
9:45 a.m. Sunday
School
11:00 a.m. Worship 
Service
7:00 p.m. Evangelistic 
Monday
6:30 p.m. Crusaders 
Tuesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer
Thursday
















11:00 a.m. Worship Service




9:30 a.m. Worship Service
CENTRAL SAANICH 






7180 East Saanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 

























9:30 a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and 
Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening 
Service
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Prayer & 
Bible Study
Jesus said "I am the 









7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOtylE






until new church is built
9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School
lj;(K) a.m. “The New 
Heaven and Earth”
7:00 p.m. “Looking to 
God Alone”
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 






!0:45u.m. Sunday School 
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OUR lady OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8:(KJ p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:(X) a.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH










' , I'Wllii'vllip 
7;tK)p.in, Evening
1-cllowship 
Praise Meeting; Wed, 
Pastor Ken Anderson, 


















3rd St., Sidney 













Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 656.5.322
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Ralph Cole and Janie Woods Morris star in Love in the 
Apple Tree, a new musical directed by Peter Mannering 
playing at the McPherson Playhouse Thursday, Friday
BOOK CHAT
and Saturday. Music is by Cole Porter, Gershwin and 
Rogers and Hart. Curtain is 8p.m.
Impressive novel by Canadian writer
The horror of war and its effects on men have served as 
background for a list of great novels to which can now be' 
added this poignant work by Canadian writer, Timothy 
Findley.
“All quiet on the Western Front” and Hemingway’s
By
: Mary Kierans
war novels are called to mind by this story of a young 
Canadian, Robert Ross, who goes to fight in France 
•tiuring'World' War ‘ 1,‘ is ■ wounded in the slaughter at 
5Yprcs,‘ijfallst4m Jove while recovering in England;- then ;
returns to the war to commit an apparently insane and 
treasonable act.
rhc “no man’s land” battles in which Robert fights 
reflect his won inner battles - his guilt over his han­
dicapped sister’s death, and his grim dedication to life in 
the midst of death.
The writing, which one critic referred .to as 
“crystalline”, and the characters, suffused with realism 
and vitality, contribute to the stature of this important 
and scaring novel. It is one which is sure to leave its mark 
on many readers. ,
The Wars by Timothy Findley is now available from 
the/ regional library - with branches in Sidney and 
- Brentw.qctd.- :V/
And we are here to serve its 
moving population. If "you have 
just moved into a new home, 
call the Welcome Wagon host­
ess.; •
Grassroots Theatre 
Company of Parkland 
secondary school has en­
tered the homestretch of 
rehearsals for the upcoming'■ 
production of The Miracle 
Worker, the stage and 
motion picture success by 
William Gibson.
“This is otic of the most 
exciting and absorbingly 
interesting plays wc have 
ever attempted,” theatre 
director Doug Bambrough 
said Monday.
He has high hopes the 
company will maintain the 
unbroken siting of suc­
cesses the play has enjoyed 
everywhere, beginning with 
the enthusiastic critical 
approval tind Umg box- 
office run it had in New 
York,
Tlie Miracle Worker
woman who is hired to take 
care of a child who cannot 
hear, sec or speak — a girl 
who is buried alive within 
her small self.”
Tickets for the play may 
be reserved by calling 656- 
f>412 and that they will also 
be available at the door. 
Prices arc $2.50 reserved; 
$2 general. The pre.sen- 
tation will take place May 









.lunc Purkinson, left, plays Annie Sullivan, (icnnil'er 
Pnislein has luken on dcmantling role of Helen Keller in 
The Miracle Worker.
recounis the inspirational 
true-life sag.'i of the child 
Helen Keller and of her 
, compassionate young tiilor, 
•Annie Sullivan. .lolin
Chapman observed in his 
review of the play for the 
New York Dttily News; “It 
tells a simple btii deeply 
.titiiii!' ;-lory alvnit a young
Groceries ■ Fruit - Vegetables
OpilTFRil^^
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.






l imds conii ihiiied lo Itiboraiory lechnicians and 
ihe Canadian Ctincer assisianis, tind lo buy 
Socieiy and allocated lo essential maierials ;)nd 
lese.irch are lised to erect ei|iiipineni for the cancer 
new Iniildings ttl research research laboraiorics. Give 
ccnlies, lo pay the salaries generously lo ihe Canadian 














































Party Pride Assorted] 









14 fl. ©z. tins
Prices Effective; May 17 to May 21: Wednesday to Saturday 
in your Friendly & Courteous Sidney Safeway Store Only. Now
OPEN SUNDAY 10-6
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During the past season 
Sidney Silver Threads 
Serenaders have given 17 
concerts under the direction 
of Jack Young and ac- 
coriipanied by Mrs. Sue 
Howard.
With 205 songs in their 
repertoire, The Serenaders 
have sung at memorial and 
church services, nursing 
homes, hospitals, and to 
church and Silver Thread
groups - sometimes 
travelling as far as Nanaimo 
for a concert.
The group sang at the 
opening of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and at 
the Juan de Fuca nursing 
home in Colwood, where 
their singing was praised by 
a visitor from Alberta, 
Gordon McNeilly.







Tenders have been called 
for a contract to .sandbla.st 
and repaint the ferry docks 
and to repaint 14 buildings 
at the Swartz Bay ferry 
terminal near Sidney, it was 
announced Friday by 
Municipal Affairs and 
Housing Minister Hugh 
Curtis.
The contract will be 
administered by the 
ministry of highways on 
behalf of the B.C. Ferry 
Authority.
Work will consist of 
sandblasting and repainting 
marine structures at the
terminal, including lifting 
beams and aprons, towers 
and overhead beams except 
top roadway surfaces.
In addition, the complete 
repainting of the terminal 
building, stores, office and 
warehouse buildings, 
patrolman’s buildings, 
paint and radar shops, 
covered passenger walk­
ways, lamp standards in the 
compound and parking 
lots, overhead sigus, guard 
rails, ramp shacks, pump 
house, salt sheds, 
washrooms, snack bar and 
all stairways, walkways and 
landings are included.
MENTAL PATIENTS AND THE LAWi
Lobotomy cut away intellect,
memory and gumption
In 1974 critics of electro-convulsive shock treatment 
around the world had a good laugh at the expense of 
some English psychiatrists.
IFYOU DCmHAVE 10 INCHES* 
OF INSULATION INYOUR ATTIC, 
YOU’RE L0SIN6 HEAT AND 
WASnNC MC»IEY.
If your home is like 90% of Cana^an 
homes, it’s not properly insulated This chart 
gives you an idea of how much you could save 
by bringing your home from the average level 
of insulation up to today’s recommended 
standards. Of course, as energy costs go up, 
so will these savings.
NOW HOMES BUILT BEFORE 1946 ARE 
ELIGIBLE FOR A HOME INSULATION 










These savings are based on a typical 2-storey pre-war home 
of 1,100 square feet. .



























If your home was built before 1946, is your 
principal residence, and is three storeys or 
less, you're eligible for a taxable grant of % of • 
the cost of your insulation materids, up to a 
maximum of $350 (retroactive to materials 
purchased on or after September 1,1977).
For FREE and complete information about 
how to insulate your home and how to 
apply for a grant, send in the 
coupon below.
Camdlan Home Iimalation Program r ’ □ Send me the free book □ Send me the grant application kit, 
•'Keeping the Heat In", (My home was built before 1946, 
n in English H en frangais : is 3 storeys or less, and is njy 
Please print. principal residence.)
□ inEnglish Henfrancais
NAME : , ^^^---------- --
World Medicine, a magazine published in London for 
docldrs, revealed that patients in a mental hospital in 
northern England had been given electric shock 
treatments for two years on a maehine that did not 
work. And the patients seemed to benefit as much from 
the anaesthetized nap they had on the machine as from 
the shock treatment itself!
The author of the article, the doctor who ad­
ministered the non-shock treatments, wrote that the 
failure of the machine was only di.scovcrcd with the 
arrival of a new head nurse who wondered why the 
patients weren’t “twitching”. Significantly, the doctor 
.said the incident rai.ses further doubts about the value 
of this much-disputed treatment.
Amusing as it is, the incident also provokes disturbing 
legal questions about a patient’s right to refuse treat­
ment that he considers u.sele.ss or dangerous.
Normally, a free person can refuse a medical treat­
ment, even if the doctor is convinced that he is .suffering 
from, say, cancer or heart trouble. But somehow 
p.sychiatrists have arrogated to themselves the power to 
impose their treatments on unwilling citizens, defending 
themselves with the argument that they know what’s 
best for the patient. This in itself is a frightening 
deviation from our judicial traditions but how much 
more frighterjjing when it turns out their treatments are 
mi.staken, even harmful!
The most apalling example of this is, of course, the 
lobotomy, a treatment much in vogue until a few years 
ago. It has been estimated that between 40,000 to 50,000 
lobotomies were performed in the U.S. betwedn 1936 
andl955.









Programme d'Isolation thermique 
des residences canadiennes
g Honourable AndreOuelletJL'honorableAndreOuellet
:;V>' ! Minister..''v''-":l:'g' , ':','Ministre\:-,'L:.,,',u'../A..'",
• P.O. Box 34180, Station D, Vancouver, B.C. V6] 4N2 
. , // v .Orcallcollecl through your. : - g
g '. g ^ - telephone operator (604)732-7295 
oPtease.allpw 2 to tweaks Ipi ptocessmg and mailing. g g’ , :
i'. '1'!'
The lobotomy, which consists of cutting out a piece 
of the brain, was performed on deranged, dangerous 
mental patients and was supposed to make them docile 
and sociable. As time went on, the treatment was ap­
plied to-less disturbed people, including even returning' 
veterans of the war, as if the swipe of a scalpel would 
exorcise war-induced traumas.
What it cut away was intellect, memory and gum­
ption.
After creating a generation of listless zombies (but 
docile, mind you), psychiatry put aside lobotomy. But 
not entirely; psycho-surgery, based on the same idea as 
lobotomy that mental illnc.ss can be cut out of the brain, 
is still practiced in North America. The Mental Patients 
As.sociation of Vancouver is currently seeking evidence 
of psycho-surgical practices at Vancouver hospitals.
More recent examples of disputed treatments are 
chcmo-thcrapy, aversion therapy and seclusion therapy. 
Chcmotlicrapy involves the control of behavior through 
the administration (often compulsory) of powerful 
drugs like stcllazinc and chloropromozine. According to 
Fran Phillip.s, a former nurse now working with the 
Mental Patients Association, chemotherapy'g;is a 
“chcmicalg straight-jacket that doesg not gaddress the
basic problems.”
She claims that this form of therapy is popular 
bccau.se the hospitals, pushed by high mainlcnancc 
co.sts, can reduce the number of hospitalized people and 
still keep relea.sed patients under control with heavy 
drugs.
In Weekend Magazine, Andreas Schroedcr comments 
“Often patients arc tranquillized so routinely and so 
extensively that their mental deterioration is virtually 
guaranteed, regardless ol their original slate ol mind.
“Patients arc forced to undergo both drug and group 
therapy on pain ol negative, damaging notations on 
their records”, .says Schrocdcr. “Failure lo co-operate 
in any way is deemed instant prool ol the psychiatrist’s 
original diagnosis.”
Seclusion therapy, w'hich consists of locking agitated 
patients in liny, bare rooms until they .settle down, is so 
controversial that it was an embarassing obstacle to 
' Riverview’s full accreditation by the Canadian 
Hospitals Association.
Voluntary mental patients sign a form upon ad­
mission to the hospital which gives con.scnt of any 
treatment the doctors think fit. Involuntary patients are 
not asked to sign a consent form; the doctors assume 
that they arc not capable of understanding what’s good 
for them.
When a doctor wants lo use a more .severe form of 
treatment, such as shock therapy, he may ask the in­
voluntary patient for consent, if he thinks the patient is 
capable of understanding the nature of the treatment.
However, if the patient refu.ses the treatment, the 
doctor can easily interpret his refusal as inability to 
understand it. The doctor then goes to the director of 
the insliliition who agrees to the treatment on the 
patient’s behalf, as he is entitled to do under the B.C. 
Mental Health Act.
In ca.scs like this, the hospital staff is not even 
required to inform or obtain consent from the relatives 
of the patient.
Legal rights in this area are extremely undeveloped. 
The law only requires that each patient in an in.stitution 
be provided with appropriate service, care and treat­
ment. Needless to .say, the word “appropriate” covers a 
lot of ground. There arc no legal standards for ap­
propriate or even minimal treatment. This is left entirely 
to the discretion of the hospital.
What’s more, it appears there’s nothing the patient 
can do about it.
Personal freedoms like the making of telephone calls, 
having visitors, wearing one’s own clothes rather than 
hospital pyjamas arc not specifically dealt with in the
Mental Flealth Act and the legal regulations.
Hospital rules arc determined by doctors and nurses 
and sometimes vary from ward to ward. For example, at 
Riverview acute patients under observation are forced 
to wear pyjamas so that they will be easy to spot if they 
escape from the locked ward.
Naturally, in any situation involving coercion, ac­
cusations of abuse and violence are bound to occur. 
B.C. newspapers carry these accusations at lca,st once a 
year. In a recent case, a B.C. judge termed a mental 













On Moy 20th, Ken's Drilling will relocate to a recently 
completed building in the new Keating Industrial Park. 
Ken's Drilling will be the first business to ©pen in this 
modern, attractive industrial park located on 16 acres, 
directly across from the Butler Bros. Gravel Pit, entering 
from Keating Cross Road.
The following trades, involved in Construction & Site 
Development, wish to extend their Best Wishes;
rUTUlir MCMf OF . UHII.UNU i:
HUMAN PUNbT,
.............. ................................. .......... . ^
if.* ^
6836 KIRKPATRICK WAY





1779 SEAN HEIGHTS 652-4464
★ T & H CONSTRUCTION LTD.
SITE DEVELOPMENT 
7034 TAMARIN PL. 652-1040
★ MITCHELL BROS. CONCRETE CO.
3159 JACKSON 384-7501




★ PENINSULA SHEET ^tflETAL LTD.
1810 VERLING 652-3937
★ McDonald supply (Vancouver Island) LTD
370 GORGE RD. E. 386-6745
★ SADLER PAINTERS & DECORATORS LTD.
8590 EMARD TERR. 656-4487






OLD WEST SAANICH RD.
Wating industrial park
14 COMPLETELY SERVICED LOTS FROM 'A ACRE UP, 
LOGATFD IN THE HEART OF THE SAANICH 
PENSINULA ON KEATING CROSS ROAD. PAVEMENT, 
CURBS a GUTTERS ARE COMPLETED 8 READY FOR 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT.
For Further Information Contact:
®!%on Tidmcn Construction Ltd. 
•Dave Thomson " 652-1040
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No difference between white
and brown sugar Council, police, task force meet
Q. My husband drinks a dozen cups of coffee a day 
with 3 heaping teaspoons of sugar in each one! I realize 
this is a lot of sugar. Would it be less harmful if he were 
to use brown sugar rather than white sugar?
A. Nutritionally, there isn’t any significant difference 
between white and brown sugar. They are both empty 
calorie foods, that is to say they do not contribute any 
nutrients, only calorics to the diet. Inform your husband 
that he is eating between % to 1 cup of sugar a day taking 
that amount of sugar in his coffee. He should try to 
gradually reduce this amount. You could substitute a 
small coffee spoon for the teaspoon in the sugar bowl to 
start, then encourage him to try to take less spoonsful as
time goes on. Also encourage him to substitute fruit juice, 
milk or water for some of those many cups of coffee 
during the day.
Q. The only way 1 enjoy eating eggs is raw with juice or 
milk, but 1 heard that they are not safe to cat this way. Is 
that true?
A. You can eat eggs raw if they arc whole without any 
cracks or breaks in the shell. If the shells are cracked, 
bacteria may get inside the egg where the nutrients make 
an excellent media for the bacteria to grow and multiply. 
These cracked eggs are fine for baking because the heat 
will destroy the bacteria. It is safe to eat eggs raw when 
you are sure they are fresh and the shells are not cracked.
Inspector B.W. Lister, .senior police ad­
viser to the provincial task force on 
municipal policing costs, and his assistant. 
Miss Pat Ross, attended a joint meeting of 
Central Saanich council and the police board 
May 8.
Lister is analyzing policing costs 
throughout the province and meeting with 
local councils to obtain opinions for a report 
to an inter-departmental provincial board.
He told the meeting he was interested in 
obtaining supporting arguments for this 
report. “1 am looking for rational arguments 
on a sound basis,” Lister said. He added that
several councils in B.C. have responded with 
a submission.
Lister outlined the three kinds of policing 
available in B.C.:
‘‘(1) Provincial police under contract with 
the RCMP for all unorganized territories and 
municipalities under 5,000 people. The co.sts 
are shared as follows; approximately 60 per 
cent is paid by the federal government, and 
40 per cent is paid by the province.
(2) Provincial police under contract with 
the RCMP for municipalities over 5,000 
people. There are 44 municipalities in the 
province on this scheme, and the costs are
shared as follows: approximately 67 per cent 
(2/3) is paid by the municipality and 33 per 
cent (1/3) is paid by the federal government.
(3) Municipal police - there are 12 
municipalities in the province who have their 
own police forces. The municipal taxpayers 
pay 100 per cent of police costs. Any grants 
or subsidies would have to be applied for 
through either the federal or provincial 
governments.
The cost of accommodation for police 
lorccs is always supplied by the municipality, 
and the costs quoted above for RCMP do not 
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75 MM $6.49 each
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QUESNEI.
146 Oarlow Avenue 
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W
Victoria Customs Brokers Ltd.
Jim Lusse
We Are Pleased To Announce 
The Opening Of Our Office 
At
No. 118 - 645 FORT ST 
388-4435
Raffle prizes
A hobby holly doll won 
by Mrs. A. Keller and a 
hanging plant won by Mrs. 
L. Wilson were prizes 
awarded for winning tickets 
in a raffle held recently by 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Auxiliary.
The raffle was held to 
raise funds for various 
activities connected with the 
hospital. Mrs. Wilson 








Cricket, archery and croquet will be scheduled during 
festivities on July 1, 2, 3 and Peninsula Recreation 
Commission programmer Maureen Milgram would like 
to hear from anyone who might have cricket or croquet 
equipment they could loan for these events.
2151 BLANSHARD
(Next to the Arena) 
D.L. 001627A 
388-6921
The regatta committee, chaired by Dave Mycrscough 
reports that leaflets have gone to local yachting circles 
and clubs in the United States. The two-day schedule is 
being well-received and a large number of boats are 
expected for the events schduled on July 2 and 3.
Committee: Chairman D. Mycrscough, Keel Boats, Al 
Kelly, Dinghy Boats, Bent Jesperson, Also assisting in the 
planning; Jean Meyerscough, Roger Mycrscough, John 
Barker, Mark Philbrook, Barry Philbrook, Eric 















All models, good selection of colours.
The monthly meeting of the Capt. Cook bicentennial 
Committee, Sidney Days ‘78 designed to provide in­
formation and accept suggestions is to be held Wed­
nesday at 8:15 p;m. at the Sidney Hotel. Anyone in­
terested is invited to attend.
Available for distribution to all individuals, groups and 
organizations participating in this years festival will be an 
application form to provide information to the finance 
and planning committees in order that early attention to 
all details will be facilitated.
These forms should be completed and returned as 
quickly as possible, in fact, almost immediately.
Friday was graduation time for the 101 
students who passed Saanich Peninsula 
Power Squadron exams. Some 150 people 
attended dinner and dance held at 
McMorrans Resort on Cordova Bay Road. 
Vancouver Island district commander Ted 
Dandy, of Nanaimo, the Canadian vice­
commander, Oliver Summers, of Victoria, 
assisted local commander, Ed Parker, in 
handing out certificates and awards. 
Canadian Power Squadrons provide classes 
each year in navigation and boating safety 













Other committees working on Sidney Days ‘78 are: 
Finance committee: Chairman Warren Reid, vice- 
chairman, Ray Moore, and representatives of the 
following clubs: Lions: Art Moyshagen; Rotary: Eric 
Bowles; Kinsmen: Ken Widdifield; Kiwanis: Joe 
Harrison; past-chairman of Sanscha: Glen Douglas. ^ 
Public Relations, Information, Media, etc: television 
(Ben Hindley); The Review; Peggie Rowand; radio (Fred 
Thornton); parade (Bambi Stiles); Sanscha events: 
Barbara Scott; Jennifer Kittleson, water events; Tulista 
and Wharf, Dave Myerscough; land events; Wharf 
(beach) area: Edith Saunders of Peninsula Recreation
Commission, Tulista area; chairman to be announced.
* ' ' * , *
Community organizations involved: Men’s Softball 
Association, Sidney Teen Activity Group, Girl Guides, 
Boy Scouts, Sidney Historical Association, Sidney 
Ministerial Association, Pay Bay Little League, Saanich 
Peninsula Babe Ruth League, Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association, Peninsula Recreation 
Commission, and all those entered in the annual parade.
'Something happens between 







Exhibition at Circle Graft
A‘survey exhibition of 
work from the last 10 years 
by Carole Sabiston is being 
/presented by .the Circle'
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m, DaHy
Craft Society .starting today 
through. June. 18. Works at 
every stage from sketches tp; 
completed:/ costumes and 
wall hangings can be seen af 
the society’s new location at 
69 Bastion Square.
The individual who can’t achieve and maintain a 
balanced diet because he or she can’t withstand the 
pressures created by many aspects of today’s affluent 
society is the most vulnerable to heart disease, diabetes 
and cancer.
Dr. Aaron Altschul of the School of Medicine, 
Georgetown Univer.sity, Washington, D.C., told a 
General Foods Nutrition Seminar for health professionals 
May 4 that the affluent society’s pressure to eat more 
without regard for specific nutrient intake, and easy 
availability of vending machines and fast food outlets, 
hinders development of good food habits.
He told some 250 nutritionists, home economists, 
dietitians and educators: “As societies become in­
dustrialized and their per capita income rises to the point 
where income no longer limits food intake, there is an 
increase in the total amount of food eaten and a change in 
its composition.”
Le.ss cereals, but more animal products and hence more 
animal fats, more sugar and other sweeteners are con­
sumed, thus contributing to a cause-effect relationship 
between food habits and disease patterns in industrialized 
societies such, as Canada. :
' Society, concerned with rising health care costs and 
preveritative medicine, can help the individual by
a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WEST SMNICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office




























Store Open on Monday, May 22 (Victoria Day), 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. to serve you better!
GREEN GIANT
iNIBLET CORi1 12 oz. tins iL. / Cl w “
ERTINELL 1
FLAKE TUNA eC|C I
6 oz. tins ^ 1
1 PUREX
1 TOILETi : ; ; ,4 roll Pkg;;' ^ :
ABC M
SOAP POWDER $189
5 lb. Box JL 1
j” ROMPER
1 DOG FOOD 9 /$ 1 00
1 brge 25 oz. tins 3 / JL
McCRIN’S FROZEN
GREEN PEAS
Z lb. Bag 1
1 INSTANT CDFFEE $^99
1 10 OZ. jar
NESTLE’S J
HOT CHOCOLATE $189 1
23 oz. Tin Jr |
1 B.C. DELICIOUS TEXAS
i APPLES GRAPEFRUIT






Due to the Great Response 
we are offering again
BOTTOM PAINTING
W 24' -27'U 00®“ 
*90®“ 28' - 30''130®®
coat paint - Labour - Cleaning 
- Haulout - Blocking - Launching 
BOOK NOW
Mercury Outboards & Stern Drives
Boating Access & Fishing Gear 
Haul Outs & Bottom Paintings 








(ACROSS FROM SIDNEY HOTEL.) 
OPEN OAllA 8:(10 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
656-3221
Ca.sh prizes will be 
awarded in a snapshot' 
contest sponsored by 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Historical Society.
The contest is open to 
stiidctits living in Sidney 
and Nortli Saanich aged 16 
years or under. Entrants 
should take a picture of an 
imercstittg building or ship, 
pre-19.39 days, located in 
cither Sidney or Nortlt 
Saanicli.
Niimc, age and addicss 
sliotild ho clearly writicn on 
tl\o rcvei'sc 'Jde of the 
picture wliich should he 
scut to Sidney Regional 
l.ihraty, 2243 Beacon 
Avenue, Sidney. Entrants 
must slate wliofo tlie 
pictui'e Was taken as ilie 
snapsltot will he judged 
hoilt on historic tind 
phoiograpltic met it .
Closing date fot' the 
coniesi is May .31. I’irsl, 
second and third pri/es are 
$25. $15, and $10.
respectively.
providing information about food in relation to the risk 
factors in diseases, he said.
Dr. Altschul said that people are more likely to lose 
weight successfully if they understand that obesity in­
creases risk of heart disease and diabetes. The medical 
comniimity can help by raising the awareness of risk 
among patients and by emphasizing the need tor exercise.
Dr. John Hunt of Lions Gate hospital said that the 
common habit among Canadians of eating a large 
evening meal - as much as half of the total daily calorie 
intake - is a major contributing factor to the increase of j 
diabetes among Canadians. While the cause of diabetes is 
primarily genetic, excessive calorie intake, obesity, lack 
of exercise, eating refined sugars and large meals put a 
strain on the body’s energy storage and thus can lead to 
diabetes. He suggested several smaller, well balanced 
meals each day.
Dr. Randolph Lee, trial director, St. Michael’s hospital 
lipid research clinic, Toronto, said that athersclerosis or , 
hardening of the arteries is by far the leading cause of
death in developed countries today. It accounts for more
than 60 per cent of the costs of hospital and outpatient 
treatment and more than 50 per cent of al|.-.^eaths of 
cardiovascular origin in Canada. ^ ‘ / ' , - ; . .
The primary coronary prevention study at the clinic is
part of a total of 15 clinics involved in an integrated: 
research program in Canada, the. U.S., Russia and 
Israel, he said. The study involves some 300 male patients 
bciceen 35-55, .selected becau.se of a high beta cholesterol
level but exhibiting no other risk factors associated with
cardiovascular disease such as high blood pressure.
The objective is to determine whether a lowering of
scrum cholesterol levels will reduce the incidence of heart 
til lucks
Dr. Lee said that cigarette smoking, diets high in 
saturated fat and cholesterol, lipids and lipid proteins, 
hypertension, stress, alcohol, diabetes mellitus, obesity, 
physical inactivity and oral contraceptives are the mam
risk factors contributing to athersclerosis.
A recent British study showed that women aged 30-39 
who use oral contraceptives have two to three limes 
higlicr incidence of heart attack than women who do not 
and the age group 40-44 is six limc.s more prone 
suggesting a significant risk that can’t be ignored. Dr. Lee
Dr. James Paupsi, Toronto-based consviltant/author, 
said that medical professionals, psychologists, 
psychiatrists and physicians arc beginning to examine 
wlial appears to be ‘‘an almost natural psychotherapy 
lltal lakes pltice among those who run for exercise. ^ 
“Something liappens between running and ihc mind. 
I’he composui c, tiatiquillily and heightened sense ol well­









IFAl' It Pays To Tifit Your Property IVith A Sidney Agent;
... I lie sale of your propcuiy is intr 1h1 ctinsidcrnlitin ns most of our work con­
cerns Peninsula Propetlies. .
--Clnse lly to provide any service you niigltl require & mainlcnancc ol proiieriy
— It is nainrttl for hiiycpi of IH'iiltisiilii Properdt's to check wiih Sidney Ueidlori.
■ AND
3,.99' 8/99' 5/99
Why ft Pays To List With MONTREA L TRUST:'
-•I'ive aggressive sales pci sons 
—National referral sysient 
--well known and well trusted 
-Successful pasi pel lot rnance
SO '















No job too big or too small
Ron TIdman 
6S6-3463











Fine performances by Dave Scotney, of Sidney Hotel, 
and Al Stewart of Travelodge, were the highlight of 
Monday night’s 4-0 victory for Sidney Hotel. Both 
pitchers held their opposition to only two hits. Bill Day, 
of Sidney Hotel, picked up both of their hits, while 
Montgomery, and Stubbington, each singled for 
Travelodge. The win puts Sidney Hotel at two wins and 
one loss for the season.
Tuesday, Prairie Inn dumped Tsawout 5-2, to bring 
their record to five wins, and one loss. Bull, for Prairie 
Inn, was four for four, at the plate with two singles, and 
two home runs. Jim Bowden recorded the win, and 
Gordon Bob, the loss.
On Wednesday, down 6-2 in the fifth inning, the 
Saanich Breakers exploded for five runs, and held on for 
a 7-6 victory over Harvey’s Sporting Goods. The 
Breakers hit Michaud seven times while Brian Scotney 
gave up only four hits for the win. Williams and 
Morrison, for Saanich, and Terry Orr for Harvey’s, all 
logged doubles during the game.
The Saanich Breakers hammered a 12-5 victory from 
Hermsen Construction on Thursday evening, taking 13 
hits from the Hermsen pitching staff. Bradley and 
Scotney of Saanich, gave up only five hits between them 
for the win. Duncan did his utmost for Hermsen’s with a 
three-run homer in the second inning.
In a fine ball game on Friday, Brentwood Merchants 
overcame a two-run deficit in the seventh inning, to 
defeat Hermsen Const. 3-2. Singles by Grant and Lusk, 
and a double by Frampton, did the damage. Mike Kirby 
was the winning pitcher, while Woods was the loser. For 
Brentwood, Grant Frampton and Wilson were all two for 
three at the plate, as was Bob Dick of Hermsen.
The double header between Harvey’s Sporting Goods, 
and Travelodge, was cancelled because of adverse field 
conditions on Sunday, but the diamond was sufficiently 
dry to allow the evening game, between Sidney Hotel and 
Hermsen Construction, to be played as scheduled.
Sidney Hotel opened the game with four runs in the 
first inning, and never lost the lead, on their way to the 6- 
1 victory. Al Graham, for Sidney Hotel, gave up only 
four hits, while Sidney Hotel batters took seven from 
Woods. The hotel’s Kim Hayward homered to aid the 
winners cause.
LEAGUE STANDINGS as of May 14
Vegetable coop 
merger eyed
• Agriculture Minister Jim 
Hewitt has announced the 
launching of a detailed 
study on a proposed 
amalgamation of the British 
Columbia Coast and 
Interior Vegetable 
Marketing Boards to form a 
single marketing entity.
Established prior to 
World War II, the two 
boards have regulated the 
marketing of most 
vegetables produced in 
British Columbia since that 
time. The coast board 
operates in the Lower
Mainland and Vancouver 
Island, while the interior 
board is responsible for the 
remainder of the province 
south of Quesnel.
The proposed board 
would encompass all of 
these areas, regulating sales 
of products having a farm 
value of $35 million an­
nually.
Under the direction of 
Coopers and Lybrand-, 
chartered accountants of 
Vancouver, the study is 
expected to be concluded 
shortly. ‘ ’
We’re Not The Biggest 
But We Tty Harder!
652-3908
6821 VEYANESS
Hermson Construction ivay in time with this play to tag Breakers'' runner at second base. Breakers went on to win




Team wins losses pet.
Prairie Inn 4 1 .800
Sidney Hotel 3 1 .750
Travelodge 3 1 .750
Saanich Breakers 3 1 .750
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 4 2 .666
Brentwood Merchants . .1 . 2 .333
Hermsen Construction 0 5 .000
Tsawout 0 5 .000
Schedule changes: Friday, Brentwood vs Saanich has 
been changed to Brentwood vs Hotel - Sunday, Hermsen 
vs Travelodge (double headder) has been changed to 
Travelodge vs Harvey’s.
avvards trophies
Members of the Sidney 
Mermaids Ladies Bowling 
League held their annual 
banquet and presentation 
of trophies May 9 at the 
Canadian Legion, branch 
.37, Mills Road, Sidney.
Special guests attending 
were Glen Wilson, owner of 
Miracle Lanes, and wife, 
Betty. Wilson presented 
trophies to the following 
members:
Mumford, H. McLeod, C. 
Nelson, B. Roberts.
Team HI -3 - Squids: 
(.3212) T, Morris, A. Ebert, 
M. Pritchard, D. - 
Wakefield, P. Blatchford.
Team Hl-3 - Single - 
Clams (1213) V. Gabriel. T. 
Harmon, J. Scott, H. 
Mvers, E. McWilliams.
The last few weeks in recreation have been a 
whirlwind and there has not been time to get a breathing 
space. Now that the final spring set of swim lessons are 
underway and the arena is settled in to a regular routine 
of roller skating, skateboarding, lacrosse and di.scos, 
there is a chance to relax and evaluate some of the 
events that have happened over the past few months ... 
then, whoops, it’s time to get into the finalization of the 
summer program.
The new brochure, by the way, will be mailed to all 
householders in Sidney and North Saanich, or available 
directly at the centre, by June 15. Registration for all 
summer programs will be in effect during the last week 
of June. It’s going to be an exciting summer.
One or;The major highlights of the early 1978 
recreation calendar is the signing of a joint use 
agreement in February between Saanich .school board 
and the recreation commissipn, enabling use of pool 
and arena for all.students in an educational program in 
exchange for community use of schools.
This was a major step forward in policy by both 
school board and the commission and of great benefit to 
the residents.
Another highlight of early 1978 was the donation of a 
trophy case bn behalf of Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association ... a beautiful addition to the multi-purpose 
area of the centre and a chance, not only to display 
sports trophies, but also arts and crafts and related 
program materials from community recreation en­
deavours.
Speaking of displays: the poster contest materials on 
view in the multi-purpose area this week are winners in
School District 63 area for the United Nations in­
ternational poster contest celebrating the 75th an­
niversary of powered flight.
Congratulations to all children who participated and 
good luck to the winners continuing to the provincial, 
national and international competitions. ‘
Wally dll Temple has been co-ordinating the local 
contest on behalf of United Nations Association in 
Canada and judging for the contest was conducted by 
well-known Victoria artists. Miss A. Carey, Mrs. J. 
Kichell and Mrs. K. Ratcliffe.
Welcome to the latest member of the Peninsula 
Recreation summer student staff, courtesy of the job 
creation by Young Canada Works project. Karen 
Brownsey has joined our arena program area and will be 
busy setting up the first annual Panorama Faire - a very 
ambitious outdoor summer market to take place on 
weekends in July and August.
Karen is looking for excellent quality artisans to 
display, demonstrate and sell vvares at the market, as 
well as entertainers, travelling musicians, puppet shows, 
etc. Irf you are interested, contact her at the centre at 
,".656-7271.;,; ■
Familiar faces in recreation: That hard-working, soft- 
spoken guy bhi the Parkland and Wain Park tennis 
'''courts these’ dkys iT^^T^ evcfybrie
; ■ t h rough t heir paces oh scry ice, forehand .back hand and' 
stroke improvemenV. Tony has great plans for our 
tennis program development. Watch for news soon on 
the summer program and also on specific tennis clinics.
Events for next week: the “Boots and Buckets’’ 
program, a fun outdoor adventure for children aged 6 
to 10, starts May 23 and registration is still being taken 
at the centre for this and also Kid’s Kitchen. Kid’s 
Kitchen starts on May 25 for children aged 4 to 7. For 
information on cither program or for swim and skate 
times, call us al 656-7271.
Congratulations to Pat Sykes and Wayne Mackey on 
the pool side for winning the “Name our Staff 
Newspaper’’ contest, (a free swim pass to another 
aquatic centre). And hurry back, Michele, we miss you.
During a recent trans- 
Canada fund-raising tour. 
Dr. Lotta Hitschmanova, 
use executive director, 
asked a hotel clerk if he was 
familiar with the work of 
the use. “Oh yes”, he 
replied, “1 was brought up 
on use commercials.” 
Radio, television and 
newspapers provide an 
estimated five million 
dollars worth of free 
promotion annually. USC 
headquarters is located at 
56 Sparks Street, Ottawa.
EMC
OmHAM 
m BACK, : 
IN town!'
With over twenty years 
experience in Real Estate 
in Vieioria and on the 
Saanieh Peninsula Erie 
Cirahanr has now 
relocated in Sidney. 
you, or a friend arc considering buying or selling
Real Estate please give him a call at:
SPARLING REAL ESTATE ITD.
2489 Beacon Avenue
2036 BAZAN BAY RD., SIDNEY
TRftY ... New Crop
Cabbage > Gauli flower « Bfpcoli ® 
Brussel Sprouts & Tomato Plant: Reg. 
6 Plants/Tray, Approx. 1 (X)0 Trays
No Limil Per Customer 







-NO wholesale^ : b'..:
Regular Price on all other Bedding Plants
Most points - Halibuts: 
M. Green, B. Mathews, N. 
Brain, C. Herrington, V. 
Anderson.
HI-average - S. Cooper, 
194; Hl-triple - J. Stanners, 
686; Hl-singic - T. Morris, 
306. Most improved bowler 
- J, Callow, 29 points.
A Div. champs - Lob- 
siets: E. Ens, L, Bailey, J. 
Stanners, J. Livsey, M, 
Ross iter.
B. Div. Champs - 
Crabs: S. Cooper, M.
Pins for 300 games - B. 
Roberts, .321; J. Stanners, 
.316; T. Morris, .306.
The Canadian Cancer 
Socieiy works through the 
help of thousands of 
volunteers dedicated to the 
fight against cancer. 
Through the annual 
ctunpaign, these volunteers
provide the major source of 
funds I'or research in 
Canada; their year-round 
services help cancer patients 
and their educational 
programs urge the imblic to 
learn more about the
disease. If you would like 
inorc information about 
cancer, or if you would like 
lo join the volunteer group, 
eoniaci your local unit of 
the Canadian Cancer 
Socieiy.
C. F. 1. B.
HANGING BASKETS
ALL KINDS
Hanging Tomatoes or 
Strawberries 8” BASKETS
STANDARD FUCHSIAS 
PLANTED TUBS May 20-21 only Special J f 00Tomato Plants i gal. pots ®
New executive elocicd - J. 
Scott, president; J, 
Ainiour, vicc-prcsidcni; P. 




CHEF'S DINNER ttPECIAl 
POACHED EOO FIORENTINE 
ISorvmd on o Bod ol Spinach 
OInioil with Ch»«i* Suucnl 
Chtl'i Soup ol lit* Day 
WaddllnoDnu Salad 




r rath vaoalcibla ol lha day 































SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE 







BRITISH PIANO & DANCING 
liVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DlNNER DA 1LY 































OPEN 9 TO 9 DAU.Y
AMERICAN FiXI'RI-SS » MASTIiRCIIAROR» CIIAltCil'X
PAI KIOA HAY HIGHWAY AT 
Ml. NliVYrON CROfiSHOAIl 
SAANICHTON PHONIv 652-1146
2120 Keating X Road 
652-5632
OPEN SUNDAY 10:00 ■ 5:00




N.J. Mannie is one of the 
Disirici Managers .serving 
this eomiminity for the 
Canadian Federation of 
Independent Business, a 
non-profit brgani/aiion of 
over 48,(KK) iiulepeiulenl 
Inisiness owners dedicated 
to Ihe preservation of free 
compefilivecntei prise.
A prime function of the 
C.E’.l.B, is to give small 
Inisiness owners in ottr iircii 
it strong voice in the 
creation of both provincial 
and federal laws affecling 
business. The Fcdcrnlinn 
lias proven to he uniquely 
efreclive in (his regard.
As a direct result of 
C.IM.B, efforfs, a greni 
deal of far rcaciting 
legislation to assist our local 
independent businesses has 
been passed, l-or insifiace. 
the rccehlly revised Small 
Businesses l.oans Act 
makes loans available from * 
the chartered banks at H'/o 
over tlie prime lending rate, 
riiis, plus many 1)101 c 
equally vital initiatives by 
UieC.I'.I.B. will assist local 
businesses and merehanis in 
this communiiy to create 
more job oppofinnitlcs. For 
more information write 
Norman 1. Mannie, 7446 







































































WE ARE OPEN MAY 22NIE 
VICTORIA HOLIDAY, 
IOA.M.TOSjOOP.M.
EFFEO'IVE . THURS.,' fri. a SAt.
, ' I ^ ^ * 11 ' ' l! ‘ " ' I I ' I ' ' ',.v 1, 11' > , ,v " I ' *
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NO. 1 — LOCHSIDE
DRIVE — A finely crafted 
and quality appointed home 
on a large, wooded 
property. Only I Vi years 
old featuring a living room 
with floor-to-ceiling rock 
[fireplace, separate dining 
room, three bedrooms, and 
two bathrooms on the main 
level. Extras include 
Ihermopane windows, 
vacuum system and radio­
intercom. Full basement. 
Separate, double garage. 
Wide view of the Gulf 
■Islands.
‘ LISTED AT $135,000
DEEP COVE
Executive home on I ac. of 
park-like seclusion 
overlooking Saanich Inlet. 
2,650 sq. ft. on 1 Vi level. 3 
bedrooms, rec. room, 
hobby room. 3 carports., 
large sundecks. West Coast 
design in rough cedar. 
Priced at $145,000.
■.WATERFRONT 
j App. 150 ft. of fine sand 
beach, panoramic views, 1 
1 treed acre, and a very 
[comfortable 2 bedroom 
[ hon;ie. Asking $129,500.
NO. 2 — ARDMORE 
AREA— A modern home 
located on a Sunny 
property fronting on 
Saanich Inlet. The main 
level consists of living 
room, dining room, family 
room, master bedroom, 
bathroom and kitchen. A 
sundeck spans the front 
overlooking the waterfront. 
Downstairs there is a 
recreation room, two more 
bedrooms and two 
bathrooms. Another 
: feature of ^ this /fine 
residence is a guest wing, in-; 
law suite or studio complete 
[with kitchen and powder 
/ /rdorn. Oh a half acre of- 
/; property with access[to the 
beach.
■ LISTED AT $157,000 
■ -656-5511 656-4489
ERIC GRAHAM
WEST SAANICH RD. 
1.55 ac. of treed land, a 2 
bedroom split level home, a 
600 sq. ft. heated, stucco 









: [DEAN PARK 
ESTATES SEA VIEWS
A 16x24’ atruim is one of 
the focal points of the 
almost executive home. The 
home features formal 
dining room and separate 
living room divided by rock 
fireplace open to both 
rooms. Big kitchen with 
island cooking urea and lots 
of cupboards. Family room 
with brick fireplace, 3 
bedrooms and 3 baths, 
(unique ensuite). Double 
garage. ■ All this and 




1.9 Ac. of secluded or­
chards on southerly hillside 
with older 2 bedroom 
cottage on watermains. 2 
legal parcels. Asking 
$78,{X)0. Make an offer on 
one.
MELODY PLACE 
'/2 acre of treed land in area 




DON’T MISS THESE 
Saturday, May 20,2-4 p.m.
2 NE’W HOMES 
Quality construction & 
workmanship. Near ferries, 
marinas and airport. 
Privacy with sunny 
southern exposure.
10840 IN WOOD 
[Total 1911 SQ FT.]
Very attractive split level on 
Vi acre
- 2 floor to ceiling Fireplaces
- 3 bedrooms - 2 full baths - 
sundeck - double carport. 
Reduced to $81,900.
Also next door see:
2348 TRYON ROAD 
[TOTAL 2298 SQ. FT.] 
Lovely grade level home on 
Vi acre. Ocean and Marina 
view.
2 rock fireplaces - twin seal 
glass - three bedrooms 
(room for more) - area for 
workshop downstairs. 
Clean, quiet electric heat. 
Large sundeck over double 
carport. Reduced to 
$89,900.
For Prior Viewing or 
further Info Call:







Small country home, with 3 
bedrooms, large living room 
with brick, heatilator FP, 2 
bathrooms, — secluded with 
treed driveway. Ample water, 
most attractive patio with 
sliding doors into house. 
Nearly one ace & close to 
beach.
MONTREAL TRUST 





SMALL AIR COOLED ENGINE 
SPECIALISTS PRECISION 
SHARPENING TO REEL MOWERS 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR 
BRIGGS & STRATTON TECUMSEH, 
TORO, LAWNBOY & SNAPPER 
REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES. 2-25
HOME SEEVICEB B 
EPIFMB^T FQE SALE
RUBBACE. GARBAGE HAULED.









Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all 
orders. Phone 656-4754
COTTAGE BY THE SEA: watch the 
Ferries come and go. 3 bedroom no 
foundation house with F.P. asking 
$58,500. Drive by 9647 First St. 
Sidney. Then phone owner ot 656- 
4295. For appointment to see inside. 
17-tf
TAX SHELTER. Twelve suite apart­
ment. CMHC tax certificate. Gross 
revenue $36,000. per year. Price 
$250,000.00 Terms. Phone 112-847- 
3145 or write Box 2707, Smithers- 
B.C. V0J2N0. 20-1
pattern leaflet of your 
choice with purchase of 5 
balls of wool during May 
only.




WE KNOW THE lovely Gulf Islands 
better than anyone - Hornby. Den­
man. Galiano, Moyne, Pender and 
Solt Spring Islands. Write Salt Spring 
Lands Ltd., Box 69, Ganges, B.C. VOS 
























KIWANIS BINGO Now Tuesday nights 
for your convenience. 1st and 3rd 
Tuesday of every month starting ot 





DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
discreetly by mail. Send $2.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated catologue of 
marital aids for both ladies and 
gentlemen. Direct action, Marketing 
Inc., Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 13..tf
BINGO: K of P Hall, 8 p.m. Thursday.












PROFESSIONAL HAIR PRODUCTS: 
Shampoo Concentrate, Blow-dryers, 
curling Irons, Brushes, setting lotion, 
etc. Churley Morn Natural Hairstyling 
2417 Beacon Ave.. Sidney. 17-4
EARS PIERCED: stainless steel studs. 
Phone 656-5403. 18-tf
WINNERS OF SIDNEY Elementary 
School Fun Foir Raffle. Mrs. Sandro 
Hindley. 2338 Orchard Ave,, Sidney; 
B.C., $50.00 worth Groceries. Sidney 
Cosh & Carry; Sean Grieve, 10156 
Bowerbank, Sidney, B.C. $50.00*. 
meat at Locol Butchers. 20-j
GRANT, Reg. In loving memory of t 
door son passed away Moy 15, 1976., 
It isn't the words, they ore but few,- 
it's the memories we hove of you: -’ 
Mum, Dad and John. 20-1,
2178 BRADFORD. Large executive 
home. 2'/a bathrooms, double 
windows, drivewoy, carport, sun­
deck, finished laundry room. 
$68,000. Phone 656-2913. 20-1
5th Street, 
corner of Brethour 




■ BUY IN SIDlsfEY 
& SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­
cycles & Recreation 
vehicles.
WANTED - 400 good ewes; Dorset or 
Dorset cross perferred. Other breeds 
considered. Cash for small or large 
flocks. Phone evenings, Teoroe 112- 
826-9208 or Fischer 112-853-8623. 20- 
1








MOST BREEDS Canadian and 
American purebred pets available 
wholesale and retail. Canadian 
breeders list with our referral ser­
vice. Highland Pets, Mission. B.C. 
Phone 826-2583. 20-1
During Family manta “Let your hearts 
be spacious, os spacious os the 
universe of God! “
— Abdu'l-Boho
THE BAHA’I FAITH 
656-6495
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly, 
arranged anywhere in B.C. Infor­
mation ond references ot\ request. 
J.D. Phillips Capitol Corporation,' 
10673 King George Highway, Surrey,' 
B.C. VST 2X6. Phone 588-0411 days,- 
or 585-1603 evenings. 15-tf
consumer comment
QUARTER SECTION, 180 acres 
pasture - 60 acres in lovely trees with 
o creek $154,000; beautiful large log 
home 2 years old, very peaceful 
property in Rimbey, Alto. Phone (403) 
843-6770. 20-1
SINGER SEWING MACHINE with 
reverse and zig-zag. Plus many extra 





MOTORCYCLE XT500 Yomaho. Street 
and trail. Good condition. 55CX) miles. 
$1400.00. Phone 552-2339. 20-1
^ RENTING? ;;;■
We will rent your home out 
while you are away!:
FOR ALL YOUR 
REAL ESTATE NEEDS 
CONTACT 
. John Bruce 
Bus. 656-3928 




Build Among The Trees
Eight newly-developed lots facing 
park in a quiet cul-de-soc. Lovely 
trees, ferns, wild flowers. All un­
derground services, plus lighting, 
curbs and paving. Lot sizes 8,100 to 
15.274 sq, ft. Prices $29,500 to 
$37,000. Terms if desired. Lionfair 










must complete supply of 
trailer-camper parts’ ’.
TWO YEAR OLD Hoover portable 




DINETTE SUITE, Buffet, Tee Wogon, 
two smaller tables. 656-1317. 20-1
SLEEPER LOUNGE. Horizon Blue 
Tweed with foam mattress and 
cushions. Excellent condition. 
$350,00 or near offer. 656-3467 . 20-1 







BUYING OR SELLING 
//:(eALLK.DROST:: „ / 
656-4000
5HOMES
/ :[>: ■ UNDER $47,500::-: ;V ; 
3 bedroom no basement 
I ;hqrne.^ Quiet; location. 
/Superb condition. 63 ix 122 
lot. Landscaped; MLS. 
$47.5 00. G a r age p 1 u s 
workshop.
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE im- 
mediolely in Sidney. Suitable' for 
professional. 682 sq. ft. Second floor 
above Toronto . Dominion Bonk. 656- 
''■1141. '■ i4-if:
PORTRAIT AND COMMERCIAL
Photographic studio. Unique studio 
vvell established in beautiful 
downtown : Vicloria,. B.C. All 
Hasselblad equipment. Rent $275 per 







EXCELLENT 1976, 22 ft. K & C Iher- 
mogloss 188 Mercruiser. Bulk head, 
galley, C.B. electric. Reasonable. 
Periiculors 652-3802. 20-1
1971 FARGO VAN. Long body, partly 
comperized, high bock swivel cap­
tain’s seat, carpeted. Offers to 
$2700.00.656-6262. 20-1
1976 DATSUN 5PORTRUCK. Short 
box, outomotic, 12000 miles, 2 spore 
tires, excellent condition. $3700.00. 
656-4957. ‘20-1
1974 PONTIAC VENTURA 4 door, V8, 
350, auto., P.S., P.B., white wall 
rodiols, low mileage, excellent* 
condition. Offers. Phone 656-1456.
20-1
1969 METEOR STATION Wogon. Very 
good condition. $650.00. Phone 656- 
5907 evenings. ^20-1
FURNISHED UNITS. WinterTotes from 
$210 and up; Kitchen units. In 
/Brentwood Shopping centre. 652- 
: 1551.' /■;■''’/■'■ ■■;:;-; .;.44-tl.
AS NEW, COPPERTONE, 17 cu. ft. 
frost free, 2 door fridge; automatic 
stove, $500 for pair; washer, dryer, 
excellent working order. $250.00 for 
pair; 656-4787 f4:8 p.m.). • 20-1
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. Growing 
Company needs Soles Agents for 
, permanent or port tirne employment. 
Great renumerotion with personal 
effort and experience.
384-2192 AFTER 6:00 PM 
'■''■■■■;/:/■■,:/' .:..■ ■;■.'/■46-tf,
SIDNEY, 2-3 bedroom bungalow. 
I Secluded, one block three beaches, 
beautifully decorated, $285.00.mon, 
to reliable tenants. 656-6782. 20-1
RED LEAJHER CHAIR: swivel choir, 




: [orr FOUL BAY RD.]
‘ Step up to a lovely 3 
' bedroom ranch-style home 
i In OAK BAY. Owner will 
; accept smaller 2 BR home 
[ on Saanich Fcninsula as 
[ part payment. For more 
•information call! 
•’PADGEELWELL 47T 





: 10148 RliSTHAVEN DR. 
/Ideal location for retired 
’couple, on bus line. Close 
’to store, handy to Senior 
Citizen Rcc. Centre, near 







" Modern 3 BR townhousc, 
: iV) baili.'., LR with old 
/brick FP, dining room, 
tdrnmac. condition. Owners 






3 Bedrooms, Living Room 
with fireplace, large family 
kitchen. Fully developed 
basement. V/ould make 
excellent in-law suite. 2 






That’s what you .see from 
your balcony of your own 
bright sparkling one j 
bedroom Condominium.
So unique and charming! 
Hurry and make an offer. 
Asking$34,900. M.L.
Murgiierilc & Ted Hobbs 
388-4455 656-5834
BUSY PEOPLE 
Relax by the fireplucc! 
Barbecue on the patio! Let 
someone else cut the lawn 
while you enjoy this 3 
bedroom 1!4 bathroom 
I'ownhoiise. Low clown 
paymenl. Askking only 
$48,900. M.L.
Murgucrite &Ted Hubbs 
388-4455 656-5834
SECLUSION
located on die Saanich 
Feninsulu among prestige 
homes. IMopcriy is over Vi 
an acre and treed. Three 
bedrooms, master is large 
with ensuite. Lower lloor 
develupeil, Ori’crcd at only 
$69,800. M.L.
CUl.DEHAC 
Warmth and care makes 
this boauilfuHy dcct\rated 
three bedroom liome such a 
staailoirl over other homes. 
Ori'cred at $S7,9(X). Drop ia 
for a chat and a cup of 
coffee,
Monday 2 p.tn,-4;30 p.m, 
10322 Mmanh PI.
Off Ardwell Dr. 
Margucrllc & Ted Hobbs 
388«W5S 656-5834
$54,800
"Spacious 3 bedrotmi 




"What an Investment 
Drop ii\ for a chat and a cup 
of coffee,
Saturday 2 p.m.
10490 Resibnven Or. 
Margueiltc dt Ted llobbn 
388-4455 6564834
2 storey older home. 2 
bedrooms on main plus 2 
more upstairs. Separate 
workshop with 220. MLS 
$43,000.
ONE BEDROOM GROUND level suite 
in walorfroni location. Single mature 
adult. Fridge, stove and ultlilies 
included, Ront$175/mo. 656-2804, 
20-1
GIRL'S TWO WHEEL bike, 
wheels. $45.CX); Singer 






DAYCARE PERSONNEL: Vonderhoof 
Daycare Commitlee now accepting 
applications. New centre projected to 
open in June. Enquiries by phone 112- 
567-9747 or write Box 914, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. VOJ 3A0. ’ 20-1
1966 SUNBEAM MINX, 4 speeds, good 
condition. Tested until 1979. $400.00. • 
656-1440or656-5108 . 20-1
svs OFFosTunn
individuol required os Sub- 
Distributor for vending machine 








Commercially zoned 50 x 80 
lot with 2 bedroom home. 1 
block off Beacon Ave. MLS 
$35,000.
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, main floor, 
molure adults, $195.00 includes heal, 
water, w-w carpets, drapes, stove, 





Begonias. Wide variety, 
10173 Melissa or call 656- 
20-1
HELPl Do something nice for whales, 
seels and the planet. Sell Green­
peace Spring 'Go Anywhere' Loltery 
tickets. 2108 West 4th Ave., Van- 
B.C. V6K 1N6. Phone (604)couver.
736-0321. 20-2
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, suitable for 
couple. $250.00 mon. 656-2314 . 20-1
2TEbl!OOM DUPLEX, heal, light end
water included. Sidney area. Good 
locolion,, $225,00 mon. Reference 
required. 656-4066. 20-1
LOVE SEAT • Hide-a-bed, $30.00; 2 
arm chairs, $15.00 each; 3 swing set, 
$15,00; child's bike, $10.00; 2 coffoe 
tables, $5.00 each; lamp shades, etc. 
Open to offers. Talbot 386-8855 or 
656-4355 , 20-1
WANTED, PRACTICAL nurse or some 
person with nursing experience 
wanted lo help care for elderly man, 
one ■ two hours daily. Please phone 
efler 6 p.m. 656-2730. 20-1
2 Bedroom bungalow not 
far from shopping. Terrific 
condition inside and out. 
Workshop in back yard. 
MLS $44,750.
FURNISHED HOUSE, from Sept, 1, for 
one year, Modern well equipped 
homo on onn acre, 3 bdrms, 2 
bathrooms, 2 living rooms, largo 
sundeck, garage, and lawns front 
and back. Deep Cove. $525.00 per 
month. 656-6534. 19-2
SHUTTER BUGS. The Star Weekly 
oilers same day lor colour prints. 
Bring them In ol nine pick them up 
oiler supper. Our emphasis is on 
quality processing. All work done by 
Island Colour. If you're tired of 
wailing, tired of present quality, drop 
in at 2440 Beacon Ave. and see us. 
Open evorydoy to 10 p.m,1
SANDOWN HARNESS RACEWAY is
taking applications lor muluel, 
concession and other employment. 
Apply In person at Sondown to Bob 
McReavy, Sidney, B.C. 656-1631. 20-1
NEEDED AT ONCE, babysitter lor two 
children. Some shill work. Please call 
656-2383. 20-1
MAN'S, LARGE, blue, golf sweater. 
Almost now. Phono 652-4598 . 20-1
2 Bedroom home with third 
bedroom over the garage. 
Hardwood floors. Fireplace 





STUDENT FOR LOCAL STORE. Must 
qualify under Provincial student 
Grant Program. Musi bo able lo work 
evenings and week-ends. Some 
haovy lllling required, $3.50 per 
hour. Apply In writing to Box R 
Sidney Rovlow, 20-1
FOR RENT
3 bedroom townhousc 
available immediately. 1 Vi 
ballis. Very clean. 
$325/monih.












WANTED WARDROOEany size. Phono
evenings. 656-5847,
WANTED, SHALLOW well pump, 656-
4000,656'2427, SO-'
GOOD USED RECORDS, espnr iolly old 
45b, lor porBonal collecllon. 3B5-9063 




HOME 8EEVICES 0 
EQUIPMEST TOE SALE
SALES MANAGER FOR COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERi fully experienced 
person with proven track record 
Opportunity to buy Into one ol 
Canado's faslosl growing 
newspapers In ollracllvo 
progrosBlvo community In Ilia Lower 
Mainland, Good »lartlng salary with 
substanllol commission, Pormanonl 
f>p6n io n mon or o women 
i« to start Juno 15th. Write Box #1)6, 
c/o 808, 207 West Hostings Sf 
Voncouver, B.C. V6D 1H7. 17-lf
WOBE VABTGD
INCORPORATE) $70. plus filing fees. 
Obtain your lawyer supervised in­
corporation over the phone - fasti 
Coll sell-counsel Services toll free, 
112-800-663-3007. Chargex and 
Masterchargo occepted. 19-4
DIVORCE I $100. plus filing foes. 
Obtain your lawyer supervised 
divorce over the phono - Iasi! Call 
Self-Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3007. Chorgox -and 
Mastercharqo accepted, 19-4
After purchasing a carton of cigarettes in one store, a ; 
consumer was amazed to find a carton of the same 
brand for $2 less in another store.
“1 didn’t think they were allowed to have such a 
difference,” she complained to a friend.
It’s surprising how many consumers believe there’s a 
set price for items offered for sale in retail stores.
Comparison shoppers know very well that prices for 
exactly the same item vary considerably from store to 
store, and that the only constraints on the price of an 
item are provided by market place demand. (The Anti 
Inflation Board examines the overall profit pictures of 
selected firms, rather than individual prices.)
People who find out that such price differences aren’t ; 
illegal, often feel they should be. Establishing standard 
prices for all items, however, would be a far more 
difficult task than they may realize.
A number of factors determine the price of an item in - 
a store, starting with the price the store itself pays for 
the goods.
Obviously, the corner grocery can’t buy in the same 
quantities a large supermarket can, aiid will not get the 
benefit of discounts on large volume purchases.
The prices a store charges must also cover the cost of 
the store’s overhead — rent, heat, power, wages; ad­
vertising, taxes etc. No two stores are likely to have the y 
same overhead.'■'[ ;[;■;[.■[/ ■'; ' / .■■ /,
The type of service a store offers will also affect its 
prices. A store which gets its customers/to rip open; 
cartoris, bag their own goods, and carry them home, [
won’t have to charge as much as Onq that provides 
personalized service to each customer.
The fact that prices are higher in one store than 
another, then, does not necessarily mean that the store 
with the higher price is making a higher profit.
Nonetheless, you don’t have to patronize a store with 
prices that are higher than anywhere else, no matter 
what the reason for them may be. It’s your money - 
spend it where you’ll get the most for it.
GRAVEL HAUL OPERATION: including 
Four Konworih Tractors one dump 
one scale on 980 loader and spare 
parts. Licensed going concern 




GRAVEL HAUL OPERATlONtIncludIng 
Four Konworih Irociors one dump 
one scale one 980 loader and spare 
parts. Licensed going concern 




PIPER'S GLEN RESORT on Highway 16, 
Fort Frosor, PIclurosquo sotting, 23 
acres, lour bedroom house, 10 
cabins, shower house, 12 compsllos, 
lake frontage, bueatlful lawns, 
EKcellonI business opportunity. 
$89,000, Phone 112-690-7565. 20-1
RETIRED COUPLE • torn good Income, 
Sot your own hours. Dignified, 
ploasonl work. No limit on ogo. For 
mooling please write lo Box A. 
Sidney Rovlow, including phone 
nunibut. 20-3
LOST & FOUND
CONVERT YOUR OLD WHALING 
EQUIPMENT lo CASH) I Hlghoil 
prices pold lor old llonilng Irons,' 
Vyrtio "Iron", Oonorol Delivery, 
Vitiorlo, P.O,
2428 Btnicon Ave, 
SIDNEY BOMB 
Comi'fictors 3 bedroom 
homo for snlo. 1250 sq. ft. 
on main floor. Devolopetl 
basemeni, on quiet 




SUNAIU PRODUCn.,.Thouscmds ol 
popple sweor by Ihem, You tun 
imtomo a dlslrlbulor IT you coll 
lotJoy. 474.2453 or 205-3907, 19-4
STEEL BRIDGE SECTIONS, llllle used 
lor ore irolns, (xjlnlod ond like now, 
40'»ll'xU', Ties ond plonking Included. 
Dollvery ciin be orrongod. Phono 
Telkwu 112 846 5071 onytimu, 20-1 
m5,l977"wHITE DUMP TRUCKS) two
1976 Pony dump trailers; 1976 
Mossoy-porguson loader S'-'r yard 
bucket, 1976 Fold V. XL'I. Cull oiler 6 
p,m. 379-0622 Komloops, B,C, 20-1
CARPENTER 656-64B7, 11.TF
TOP QUALITY ROOFING and gutters, 
Proe osllmnles. References 656-6604,
WORK WANTED Eurocroll • quality
corponiry, .iddlllons ■ renovations








$3' BURMESE TEAK CUTTER. Sue' 
cosilully tomploled 15,(XX) mile 
journey from Englond In’1975. 
Excellent cruising bool. More room 
Ihon most 40 foolers, Hull and dock In 
Burmese look, ribs ond cenlre line In 
English Ook, Finishtrd below In 
Hondurris Mnhngony, WntkIng soils 
heiivy Docron, new 1975. Volvo Penlo 
now Full survey April 1976,
Exropllonolly well molnlalned, Write 
Box 127 C/O Ooltlsf room FiAZETTC, 
24.TF
FIREPIACE WOOD - Fir ond Hor- 
dwoods, Cedor lonte polls and rolls, 
Phone 656-4213, H-lf
INTERIOR lOG HOMES cuilom 
preloblng and on situ tonilrucllon ol 
log building. $9,00 pet squore fool 
Iroslc price. Write or phone Interior 
log Homui, Bridge lake, B.C. VOK 
lEO. 593 4440ttr592-4459. 20-1
LEO lODOFiRS -- Dutch Londstoper
ond Gardener ogoln ovnlloblo lor 
Sidney ond surrounding dlilrltl. 
OocxI workmonship atjirensonnhlo 
prices. Now lawns • molnlalnonte • 
pruning. You noma it ■ we will do it. 
For free oitlmnlos. Call 656-3297, 3-tt
POUND, Mon's Glosses. Moy be 
claimed ol Sidney Review Office. 20.1
in School 
have an op­
portunity to win cash prizes 
in an art contest sponsored 
by the United Nations 
Association in Canada.
The art contest marks the 
75th anniversary of 
powered flight and kits 
containing information on 
the history of aviation arc 
being distributed to 
peninsula elementary 
schools.
The Victoria branch of 
the UNA will provide three 
prizes of $.30, $20 and $10. 
The best drawings will be
forwarded to Montreal 
where they will be exhibited 
in the Place des Arts. A 
national winner will be 
chosen to compete in the 
international competition.
Deadline for declarion of 
area winner is May 31. 
Entries can be submitted in 
any medium - oil, water- 
color, crayon, etc ■ and 
maximum size should be 12 
by 14 inches. The subject 
can be anything depicting a 
child’s view of aviation with 
the exclusion of military air 
power.
LOSTi RED, Lolo Billfold conlolnlng 
monoy, Friday, 7Boy 12, on B«ocon 
Avii. Phonn; 656-5244 or 656-3374, 
Howard. 20-'
lOITi WALKING cuna betwaan 
















" ‘‘ , INSDHANCE.
Jim Jones 656.4WT
Jiick Feiherslon 652-2269 
JOilNSAI.VAlMm 
NDTAUV FUIIUC:
BAMOAIN . Fully xarvlr.ad 7.5 H.P. 
Oulbonrri Marcury motor plu4 
(.qiliai 0 and two axlro lam, 636 5324.
______________ _ _ 1511
lir'llNOlB '"oiA«D“ATuMiMUN 
WINDOWS, ilrat 2fl. x 2 If. 6 Inrhat. 
up lo 10 ft X ,1 li 6 invhot. Ptkad (lum 
M,0(,) 10125,00.6.56 6656, IS H
Wei Afor MR TciToToV'Piriur 
nny ona nagnilva lor only 11,00. Sand 
ut your Color Nagollvai (ony ilia)
frlflti rvo vs'tl S<vltl «»r\r| yAtl 1A
Baoutllul Jumbo Slia Color Plciurat 
wtthin orw wrtak, Alto xai'id your 
t;olor lllmti lor davaloiilng ond 
ptindng to Pronto Phalo, Wa will give
ynii t,«t ni.nrnnixiwd nuotny nnd
•arvita nt tooionobla pi Koi. 12 axp, 
roll {ornplala $2,99; 20 axp. roll 
fomplata $3,99; 36 axp. rolltomplah 
$7, W, Sntitliutlon qunmnlaad or 
moany ralundad, Pirjnto Photo 
.'JU LoalaOt*, VViiilupag. 
Mftoilobo.RSC'JCl,  l!-4
"OREENHOUIIS" Hobby and 
Indiiitrlnl, Many »»ylo» and iIjoi, 
Complola componanH or moiarlab, 
20 year warranty llbprgln»». NUFAB 
CONSTRUCTION Sarvlta ond Supply. 
29470 Froiar Highway, longlay, B.C, 
VaA 4P6. Photra S30.6'J01. 20-1
HOUSESi Addllloiu, Ronovollctin, 
Coblnolt and Furnllura, Dailgn and 
Connlrutllon, Norm Frla»an 656.1708.
211
ALL PHASES OP GARDENING.













__ _ ^__ PjijI
io T O VXt IN o7” 5b~”i n f*h
HOTOVATlNOi 
935 Bliih Rood






Rotovolor. Pnjuipl toufl«9u« larvlro. 
65<<'174fl. ^....... .-tl-
RENOVATIONS ORCorpanlar work of 











Rec Rooms vV rXdditiun.'k 
JERRY ■ ■ 
652-3202
LAW CINTRf .... LEGAL AID Clinic 
MoiuJoyt 1 45 pm lo 4 30 p.m 
A|>|iolnlmenl* only. Phone 655-1247,
9.It ^ ....................
luB^wucaTi 'm'iTfoitiTiMf?
BretMwoBd College, Mill Boy, July 9 
14, Mony Lptjfll, coothing, Rayi ond 
giili 9 ■ 15, For bfochura write 506, 
1307 Dtuniln* St vriflnrln, B C, VHW 
3k'7. Phone 112.746;5895, 2Q.1
fllM > "The Penple ol L'CK", Moy 17. 
7:30 p.m, everyone wielrowa 
BienlwoodETewantwySchool, free. 
20,1
CHICKS • Brown egg loyori, white 
hrghnrnv, wh|lo rockv. oidnr aurly 
»hlp anywhere. Noplar Chick Salon, 
6743 ■ 3t6lh Si., Langley, Box S9, 
Mllnor, D C, VOX ITO. 5.34.7222. O-TF
COMETi Saxllnk, tneril chickn 
tfackllng*. gnillngn, lurkayi, whllaor 
bronia,.,479.2004, 302-9107, 479.3414 




3%1 QUADRA Sr. 
479.2084
Custom Grain Mix
50«/9 Cruslicd Barley & 
5()®./o Crushed Oats. 






Henlth Minister Bob 
McCTcllund has announced 
that organ donor in­
formation pamphlets and 
consent cards arc now 
available from all public 
health units and the major 
motor license offices.
Many residents of British 
Columbia with malfunc­
tioning kidneys arc now 
being kept alive by renal 
dialysis, while waiting for a 
kidney from a donor. 
Othens are hoping for the 
chance to regain their 
eyesight through a corneal 
iruinpluiU, Uf ilieir hearing 
through the donation of 
middleear replacements.
file HcuUlt Minisici said 
that as each new transplant 
teclmlquc is perfected the 
list of rcquiicd otgans 
inciedscs.
Persons over the age of 
19, who arc in good health,
can qualify to be donors. 
The signed donor card is to 
be carried by the donor at 
all times. A colored decal is 
affixed to the top right 
corner of the driver's 
license, to alert the police, 
ambulance crew and 
hospital .staff to look for a 
signed donor card,
Tlie first two donor card,? 
have been signed by the 
Premier Bill Bennett and 
the health minister. “We 
hope tliai the people of 
Brltisli Columbia will make 
Ihc decision lo give life after 
death, hy secldug further 
information and a donor 
card from the public health 
units", McClelland said.
Ihe health minister hus 
invited any service 
organization which would 
like to make the organ 
donor program n club 
project to contact his of-l 
[ ficc, [ I

























.New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 










Renovations. Cabinets and 
other types of woodwork.










































Cnmmorilal • NEW MOME5 
S ynor Inturofl Hiidnc worraiUy 
on naw hornet. Rnmonoblti 
ral«i,
for Free •illrnutet Phene 


































Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 













Govornmont certified technician 
with 35 years experience In 













Hot Water Heating 
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 






Service Resldenti-al - 
Commercial 
“Big or small 






Ro wiring, electric heating 
Repairs. Appliance connections
“No job loo small” 
656-5604






T.S. AUTO ELECTRIC 





22 ye a r s plumbing 
experience in B.C. \ 


























K Goll Coucsd Comliiiclion
































































Fence Posts, Digging, .50 
111. Roiovator. Pr»in|il, 
Couileniw Service 
656-1748








Small fomlly businostoi of oil 
















i liJ K Ak At.. CAjuIa 1 Ati J!»
304-9775 lOnrlh Si, 
Sidney, n.C. 656..555I
llaekhoe Work Trucking





2.T20 Amherxt, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-.3S8.3
Garbage Disposal 






with convenient tractors. 




Free Pickup & delivery .service for Sidney Residents 
Mon. Wed. & Fri. I.adies & Men’s Alterations & Repairs 
MAY SPECIAL 
Floater Coats Cleaned - 4.49.
All Work Done on the Premises 
7120 W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay
“in Ihe Brentwood Village Square” 652-1555
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
2238 Harbour Rd. - Sidney 
OWSC 656-7023 '■ ^ .
, Stem Drive
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUIBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.
Tuesday lo Saturdays 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
J










H.R. Repsch, B.A., D.C. 
656-6733
Robert W. Roper, D.C. 
656-4611 




























Handcrafted Sweaters • Sole 
20% Off Reg. 34.00 Sole 28.00 
European & Canadian Spor- 
tsweor
Skirts, Slacks & Blouses 
Sires 6-44
Artmotic Cosmetics
Brentwood Village $g. 
7120 W. SoanichRd.
652-3721
° Primus Camping Equipment
° Bar-B-Ques
M’eriliwesf
PRO P A N E LTD . .
' ^ 335 Tyee Rd. 382-6195
KITCHEN AND BATH SHOP
For Mother’s Day
See our Great Selection of 

















j A div. of Joyland^ ’ 
















Regular and custom exhaust 
I work. Custom pipe bending;
A.i& M. A utomotive
.. 249 V Bevan,Ave.: 
r 556-2422
ediPARMS








(lof as loni) as you WM1 ycHif car)
NO WAITING FOR PAtrrS 
Youi iriilllcr, tailpipe and Dxliaiist pipe 
arc olwnys in sincki 
CIKTOM PIPE BENDING 














All types of controlled blasting. 





For good honest ropalr, 
ospociolly in carb, lunn-up, 
oloclrlcol 8 oxhoust.
10222 Bowerbank 6S&-4520 
VERY REASONABLE RATES
Reading Room
Open every Siit. 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM 
Siiitly Ciunip.s 
I’o! Spifiiiiiil Awiueness 




Spoclaliring in handcarvoci signs 
8 pub signs, cominorclal sign 
painting, docols 8 silk screen 
products 657.?7I9
SIDNEY GLASS
Marino Aulo8 SalelyOlasi 









lollow Cnnom |o Alipnrl 
liuluslriol nreo nnlmncn orril Ihrirt 
lollow signs lo GovT Air Sor- 
vices Bionfh. We mri right op- 
ixrsllii, '








SMAIIPTNING oil typos ol sows. 
5CI550RS KNIVEti, SKATtS, 
SHAVinS.
lAWN MOWERS, SHARPIN nod 
SERVICE LARGE STOCK OE 
BLADES, SAWS, otc.....
The Village Gallery 
Dlsllliu'live Framing
Phtiiof|ifiph»», f.)fKum«nlN







3««»6275 finger 470 
cveninp 65R-.5.1I31
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Peninsula People
Mrs. David Ryall of 
Greig Avenue returned 
recently from a month’s 
holiday in Australia, where 
she visited her son who lives 
near Sydney.
♦ * jH
Florence and Jim 
McKevitt of Woodward 
Drive have returned from a 
two-month holiday touring 
in the U.S.A.; returning via 
Edmonton where they 
visited their daughter Gail 
and her family.
♦
Saudi and Bob Stacey of 
Alliston, Ontario, and their 
small son Matthew, have 
been guests for the past two 
weeks at the home of 
Saudi’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W..L. Hodgkin of 
1155 Marchant Road, en 
route from their Caribbean
holiday.
♦ ♦ ♦
TOPS Chapter 980, 
Brentwood Bay, is proud to 
have 14 members attend the 
Provincial Recognition 
Days held in Penticton May 
13 and 14. Queen for the 
month of May is Mary 
Hopwood, weekly best 
losers were Molly Essery, 
Mary Hopwood, Martha 
McKecknie and Mildred 
Foster. Ruth Gole has 
reached her goal and is now 
a KOPS-in-Waiting. A six 
weeks’ KOPS charm was 
won by Ellen Cornwell and 
a 12-weck TOPS charm was 
won by Lucy Patterson.
Silver Threads News
Monday through Friday 
— 9 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shuf fleboard, 
library, billiards, morning 
coffee - afternoon tea, 
visitors welcome.
Monday — 10 a.m.
quilting, dance for fun, 
decorator paints, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m. 
ceramics; 1:45 p.m. swim 
club; 2 p.m. films, 7:30, 
bingo.
; Tuesday — 10 a.m. 
painting, Serenaders 
practice; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. painting, whist, 
crochet; 7 p.m. shuf- 
fleboard - games night.
< Wednesday —- 10 a.m. 
novelties, rug hooking; 
noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m. 
discussion group - 2 p.m. 
concert with Cobble hill 
altones; 7 p.m. band 
\ practice.
L Thursday — 10 a.m.
weaving, carpet bowling; 
Lnobn, lunch; 1 p.m. 
dressmaking, bridge; 7 p.m.
crib.
Friday — 10 9:30 a.m. 
Podiatrist; 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, keep fit, quilling, 
beadwork; noon, lunch; 7 
p.m. creative writing, 
stretch and sew; 2 p.m. 
Jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
cards.
Saturday and Sunday —
1 to 4 p.m. open for drop- 
ins.
Tickets on sale for day 
trips - June 13, Gulf Island 
tour, - June 29 Fort Langley 
Lansdowne Shopping 
Centre; balance due now 
for a Seattle - King Tut July 
24-26.
Spring bazaar raffle 
winners — Captain Cook’s 
bicentennial cake - Kitty 
Spence; box of Robertson’s 
jams and jellies - Sue 
Morris; electric blanket - 
Alice Nunn; crock pot - 
Vera Olson; handbag - H. 
Warianko; doll - Linda 





Clarke of Brentwood and 
Mrs. Daphne Clarke of 
Saanich wish to announce 
the marriage of their eldest 
daughter, Elizabeth Wendy 
Ashworth Clarke to 
Richard Harvey Soles, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 
Soles of Sidney.
The wedding took place 
on April 8, 1978, at Holy 
Trinity Church, Rev. 
San-som officiated.
Following a reception at 
Glen Meadows Golf Club 






LADIES' & CHILDREN'S 
NEARLY NEW SHOP
2448 B. Beacon, Sidney 
656-6869
Behind the Beacon Barber Shop
LADIES SPRING BLAZERS 
RANGING FROM $6.50TO $10.98
Wo accept Good Quality Used Clothing on Consignment




9:00 P.M. TO 12:30 A.M.
Tickets - $2.50 each
(available al the bar)
Co.stume Prizes - Door Prizes 
Light Lunch -
340 NIARY ST. 
Victoria
3m 7172 Brentwood Drivr Brentwood Bay / Vancouver Island %
//■
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
OBITUARIES
Sidney Highland dancers busy practicing for Scottish gathering Sunday at MacDonald 
Park in James Bay are Colleen Tiffany, 12, Ailean McBride, 9, and Erin Shaw, 12. The 
Kiwanis Club of Sidney has put up a trophy for the past three years for Sidney Open Class 
Dancer with most points for the day in dancing competition. Trophy is currently held by 
Jennifer Lindsay. Gathering starts at 9:30 a.m. and will include dancing, piping, drum­
ming, pipe bands and Scottish sports such as the caber toss, hammer throw, sheaf toss and 
tug-of-war. Ian MacWilliams of Resthaven Drive will try to throw caber end over against 
competitors from mainland.
Twiriers compete, take awards
Reservations 652-2413
:Hours_9ji.m.'- 12 q.m. dtiiiY
MAY SPECIAL
CLAM CHOWDER OR 
SOUP DE JOUR 
SALAD BAR
OVEN BAKED SCONE BREAD
FILET MIGNOM
WITH MUSHROOM CAPS 




; ■. ■„ drew
L al Saanich Peninsula ; ; L
iHospital, Central Saanich, Margaret Drew at
{:B:Gv^6nMay4th, 1978,Mrf : peninsula
'j Joseph Arthur Babineau, Flospital, on May 11, 1978.




residence 2320 Amherst, 
Sidney, B.C., formerly of 
T New Brunswick.
1 Predeceased by his wife
Mary 'Olive in 1972. He 
' leaves, brothers, ■ sisters,
I nieces and nephews, in
New Brunswick and 
Massachusetts, U.S. Mass 
was celebrated in the St. 
Elizabeth’s Church, Third 
Street, Sidney, B.C. on 
Monday, May 8th, 1978. at 




On May 4,1978 at home, 
Edith Crampton aged 96 
years, Widow of Philip 
Cnnnpton, beloved mother 
of Trances at home, 7510 
Tomlinson Road, Henrietta 
Scott, Saanichton; Joyce 
Barnard, Victoria; Philip, 
Vicloria; Ted, Saanichton.
11 grandchildren, 22 great 
grandchildren; also 2 nieces 
one nephew in England.
Ihivatc Family service 
with Mr. F.O. Blake long 
time friend officiating. 
Intcrnicni at Shady Creek, 
No flowers by roiiucst. 
Sands- Sidney.
Lake, Man:: Late address 
10171 West Saanich Road,
North Saanich. She leaves 
her loving husband Herbert 
at home, cousin Brook 
Anderson, West Van­
couver, B.C. Service was 
held in Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church, Patricia 
Bay, on Wednesday, May 
17,1 p.m. Rev. Robt. 
Sanso m officiating. 
Cremation.
Sidney Kinsmen Twiriers 
competed successfully in 
NBTA international 
championships in Van­
couver April 30 and awards 
were won by: ^
Team Championships - 
:Juriibr! Twirl: Team,; 1st, 
Juvenile Twirl Team, 1st, 
J uriior, Dance : and Twirl 
,Team,;2nd;: ■
Junior Ctiampionship 
Solo Twirl - Janice 
Clanton; : 3rd', Michele 
Williams, 4th.
Junior Championship
Strut - Michele Williams, 
2nd, Janice Clanton, 5th.
In open competition in 
their own age groups, 
awards were won by:
|)! ■
COOKMAN
On May lOth, 1978, Mrs. 
Evelyn Cookman, aged 80 
years, born in Maison- 
iiciivc, Quebec and a 
resident of Sidney, B.C., 
for tlie past 20 years,'late 
residence 2549 Shorcacros 
Road, Sidney, B.C, She 
leaves her niece, Jessie 
Isabel Pinfold, loronto, 
Out,
Service was held in Stinds 
Fiinoial Cdtapcl of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C., on Monday, 
May 15tli. 1978, at l:tK) 





March - Vicki 
Isl, Miclicle
Williams, 1st, Janice 
Clanton, 2nd, Tammy 
Clark, 3rd, Sherry Hindley, 
3rd'. ■
Basic March - Janice 
Clanton, 1 st, Michele 
Williams, 1st, Sandra' 
Hindley, Isl. ■ /'
Solo ' Twirl - Michele 
W i 11 i a ms, 1 s t, Janice
June IVedding
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold 
Hamilton, 887 Clarke 
Road', Brentwood Bay, lake 
pleasure in announcing the 
engagement of their 
daiiglucr, Wendy Anne, to 
Gary ITtbcrl .Anderson, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie R. 
Anderson, 9338 Maryland 
Drive, Sidney.
rite wedding vvill take 
place June 17,7 p.m. al St; 
Stephen’s A n g 1 i c ;i n 
Clnirclt, Saanicltion.
Clanton, 1st, Sandra 
Hindley, 3rd, Tammy 
Burnside, 3rd.
T. Strut - Janice Clanton, 
1st, Tammy Clark, 1st, 
Tammy Burnside, 2nd.
Jiunior Modelling - 
-MicheleWilliams, 1 st. :
Junior Miss Majorette - 
Michele 'William.s, 3rd.
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch 
Wednesday through Sunday
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
G.W.G. RENTALS LTD. wishes to Congratulate 
mPHIN PILE DRIVING LTD. 
on its First Year of operation.
We look forward to a continuing successful 
association and extend Best Wishes 
for a Second Year of Growth.
■^^Mniisa
Konnor ‘)i;l
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2120 KEATING X ROAD 
gQ 652-5632
OPEN SUNDAY 10:00-5:00





TELEraOHE COBflPANY . 
ORDINARY SHARES ISSUE
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 
Commission has received an application from British 
Columbia Telephone Company (B.C. Tel) for approval of 
the amount, terms and conditions of the issue, sale or other 
disposition of ordinary shares of its capital stock, not 
exceeding an aggregate amount of seventy million dollars 
($70,000,000) without par value.
The applicant has stated that it is necessary to issue capital 
stock at this time, rather than obtain additional debt 
financing, in order to maintain an appropriate and prudent 
corporate financial debt to equity ratio.
The application and accompanying documents may be 
examined at the following locations:
British Columbia Telephone Company 
3777 Kingsway 




I860-1050 West Pender st.
Vancouver, B.C. V6E3S7 
or
CRTC
Room 1601,100 Metcalfe Street 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A0N2
Intervention: Any person interested in an application to 
which he is not a party may intervene.
An intervener shall mail or deliver to the Secretary of the 
Commission a written statement describing his interest and 
containing his approval of tho applicallon, his opposition 
thereto, his suggoslod modification thereof, or any other 
pertinent comment thereon, togothor with any documonis 
lhaf may bo useful in explaining or supporllng the 
Inlorvontlon. and ho shall also servo a copy of tho 
intorvontion, and documents, personally or by rogislorod 
mail, upon the applicant at tho office of Mr. R.J, Bouwman, 
Socretaiv, B,C. Tol, 3777 Kingsway, Burnaby. B,C„ V5H 
3Z7, All inteivonllons concerning this matter must bo 
received by tho Commission and by the applicant on or 
before May 26.1978, The applicant shall reply lo all 
intorvonllons, and shall serve a copy of its reply on the 
Intervener and tho Commission on or before May 31,197B.
In Ihis case, documents must bo actually received on the 
specified dates, not merely posted on those dates. 
ProcodiiroB to bo followed:
Depending upon the nature of tho comments received up to 
tho deadline for interventions tho Commission will 
dot()rmino whothor or not a public hearing will bo held to 
deal with tho application.
If, in tho Commission's view, there are no serious problems 
requiring further Inquiry, the Commission would propose to 
deal with tho matter without a public hearing, rondoring a 
decision approving the applicniion "in, principle" on Juno 1,
1978, Subsoquontly on Juno 2, It ia anticipated that tho 
applicant will provido to tho Com,mission tho ox act price, 
size and other terms and conditions of tho issue. Provided 
the torrn.s ol Ihe Issue do not depart from thoso sot out in tho 
application, final approval would then bo granted on Juno 2, 
Public Hearing;
If a public hearing is lo bo hold on this mailer, it will take 
place at a time and location lo bo spocifirsd by tho
Commission.
Tl'ioso who express an interest in this application will bo 
notified regarding the decision concerning a public hearing.
’(icoOulmot
Secretary Gonotal
Tolocorri'. Puhllc Notice CRTC 1970-142
>. , v.^i:
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Mew, and Delectable 
Delicious SSIknit Velour 
for Fun or Fancy
O OT
B
80% cotton, 20% polyester sllknit velour in 
pastel shades of Mint, Blue, Yellow.
Short Sleeve V-Neck
style with pouch pock­
ets, Sizes: S, M, L.
Special,each
Cardigan style with long sleeves, zipper front 




Boxer Stylo Shorta with 
elastic waist. Available 






50% polyester, 50% cotton Interlock 
knit cardigan with zip front. Collar, 
Colors: White/Navy, Whito/Red, Navy/ 
Navy, Rod/Rod, Sizes: S, M, L,
Special
Ladies’Briefs
100% Antron nylon briefs. Full 
cut. Elastic waist and log open­
ings. Cotton gussot. Assorted 
colors. Sizos:.S, M, L.
Special







Special Purchase — Handbags
Choose from the latest fashion accents for 
casual or dressy wear. Leather-like vinyls in­
cluding frame and zipper styles with multi 
compartments and pockets. Colors of Black, 
Brown, Tan and Bone.
SpeciaS 5.87 each
I
WTiH I (US (M.UC
Scarfettes
Scarf hats for casual Surn- 
mor wonr and holiday 
travel. Chooso from Dots, 
Chocks, Donirn or your 




Gonuino Italian polyester 
hood squares, Chooso from 
colorful print designs. Size 
approximately 27" x 27",
Special
1.47 onch 1.57 onch
Whisper Knee Highs
Nylon knoG highs witli rein­
forced loo. Wide band lor 
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Ladies’ Peasant Gown
100% Arneririacetate long gown. Juliette 
style with elasticized neckline and short 
sleeves. Full two-panel flounce style skirl, 








65%/35% poly./cotton, midriff-style 
novelty top. Lace trimmed, hankie-style 
sleeves, Assorted prints and colors. Sizes: 
7, 8, 10, 12, 14.
Special
65%/35% poly./cotton novelty tops. 
Smocked bodice with lace trim. Cool 
Summer favorites in assorted White and 
Blue, Sizes: 4, 6, 6X.
Special
3.67 oach 3=47 oach
Girls’ Bikini Briefs Little Girls’ T-shirts
50%/50% poly,/cotton bikini-style briefs. 
“vSanlorizod knit," contrast oinstic, aasor- 
tod sofoon prints and colors. Sizes: 8, 10,
12, 14. Special
50%/50% poly,/cotton, sliort-sloove stylo 
T-shirt with altachod hood. Your choico of 






Happy Foot Socks or
Chooso from two popular sport 
caps in solid or nylon motih 
pnnolH- Assorlod crosis. Two- 
lono color caps. Sizofs: S/M, M/L,
Kroy wool, cotton and nylon 
socks, Your choico of assorted 








each 2.37 each 1.58. 1
KJgoT
Shirts
Fashioned in a blend of cotton and poly, for 
easy care. Four-button plaquet front, two 
pockets, piping trim on sleeves. Colors of 
Navy/Blue, White/Navy and Beige/Brown, 
Si20s: S, M, L. XL
75% cotton, 25% polyester T-shirts in a bold 
3-tone striped pattern. vShort sleeves, crew 
nock. A special Summertime offer during our 









Colton, 30% nylon si)ort 
. Combination of Whito witli 
f3luc>, Yollow, Sciirlot, 
, Cotloo or Hunlor stripo.'i. 
3 lo 13,
50% Fortrol poly,, 50% collon. 
Shrink rosistant, Colors; Bloo, 
Gold, Niivy. Sizes; S, M, L, XL,
Robinson's Regularly Listed 
Price 5.80
each 2.97 each




Brand name joons, styled to today's fashions, 
100% cotton Indigo woshoci denim. Wide log. 
Sizes: 28 to 36.
i:iV4.oz. Indigo dyod cotton donim Jeans, 
Wido-leg styling. Pro-washod, Quantities 
llmltod, Availablo in sizes 0 to 18.
Special Special
10.88 each 8.88 onch
"pHgea
J. •«'**? * s
^ Available at participating stores only,
Dr^en’s Sandals
Feature super comfort in footbed insoles, 
cross strap vamp and heel strap style. 
Cushion comfort foam outsoles. Color; Tan. 
Sizes: 7 to 11.
Special 5.98 pair
Coo! Comfort for Boys’ and Girls’
Cross vamp and heel strap style in leather 
uppers and foam cushion soles. Color; 
Brown. Sizes: 6 to 3.
Special 3.68 pair
«Mule Clogs
Natural wood bottoms with rubber outsole. 
Linen vamps in Navy or Natural. Sizes; 6 to 9.
Special 6.98 pair
'^Ladies’ Thong Sandals
Supple man-made uppers with cushioned 
insoles. Toe thong style with medium cork 
wedge heel. Colors: White, Tan. Sizes: 6 to 9.
Special 3.98 pair
Macram® Sandals
Cushioned polyurethane insoles, macrame 
vamp. Buckle sling. Medium high wedge. 
Natural rope color. Sizes; 6 to 9.
Special 8.98 pair
Beach T owels
Super size 30” x 60", 100% cotton 
towels. Assorted screen printed 






Specifically detailed designs for 
children. Excellent quality towels 20' 








££ Philips” Styler Dryer
900 watts of super drying power. Complete 
with four styling attachments, spot dryer, 





Lightweight calculator in a wallet case. Extra 
large display. 8 functions including square 





Get better nutrition for your money and 
better tasting vegetables too! Safe and sani­
tary, stainless steel, easy to clean. Adjusts 




Set consists of one 9" salad bowl, four SVz" 
serving bowls plus serving utensils. Shop 




Our most popular waffle weave 100% cotton 
tea towel. Specially priced during this sale, 
Size. 18" X 28" approx.




Deep, sleeping comfort, v^ith foam-filled 
pillows, Size; approximately 16" x 24". Your 
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One trip for 2 to be given away 




4. Manitoba & N.W. Ont.
o Ballots aro availablo at all 
Robinson Stores.
•* To be oligible you must bo 16 years 
of ogo or over.
• Employoos, thoir fomllios and 
relations aro not otlgible.
• Draw winnors must answer correctly 
a sliill'tosting question.
9 Draw will tako place on Juno 23.
• Winner's names will bo posted.
Winners will stay for 1 
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Magnetic Photo Album
Beautiful 8-page magnetic photo aibum with 





Bright assortment of Easily assembled 12" helicopter 
colors. with 18" rotor blades. Launch han­
dle.
Special Special





Safe enough (or the whole 
(amity. No sharp points.
Grizzly Adams and Benji 100 in­
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